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ALBUaUERaUE EVENING CITIZ EN.
VOLUME

ALHUQUEHQUK.

ID

IIARRIMAN TRIP

FIRST CAPITAL
OF SECESSION

NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY EVENING,

HOW NEW ORLEANS WILL

CROSS COUNTRY

Welcomes President With Fastest

Between

Made

Every Demonstration

Frisco and Ogden by

of Gratification.

Seven Hours.

PRESENTS HIM GOLD MEDAL GUARDS

AND

OCTOHEK 21. 1005.

DETECTIVES

OUR MINISTER

Orleans, Oct. 21. President
Roosevelt will be given a welcome
when he visits New Orleans October
2ti, which the citizens hope he will always remember with pleasure.
An executive
committee of more
than sixty of the leading citizens from
all professional and business classes
Is charged with the duty of preparing
for the entertainment.
The mayor,

is
Hon. Martin Uehrman,
chairman, with President .M. J. Sunders, of the Progressive Union, the
working chairman.
Mr. Roosevelt will be in the city
only nine hours, from 9 o'clock In the
morning to 6 o'clock In the evening.
From this port he will return to New
York aboard the United States cruiser
West Virginia.
Upou arriving In New Orleans over

up that street, newspaper row. then
by I.ee circle and the statue of Gen.
Robert E. Lee. down St. Charles street
to the city hall, where formal ceremonies will be held.
The president will have Interesting

j

His Address Prom a Keep Away Crowds and Re
Platform Only Few Feet
porters as Rich Man Won't

JEFF

DAVIS

WAS

be Interviewed.

INAUGURATED

Montgomery, Ala., Oct. 24. Returning from Tuskcgee, whore Is located the famous Normal and Industrial Institute for negroes and of
which Booker Washington is the more
famous principal, the presidential
train arrived ht're at noon. The president will deliver an address and at. 5
o'clock Is scheduled to reach Birmingham. At. fi:45 he will ieaw thnt city
for Little Rock.
Amldbt the booming of cannon,
screak of whistles and the cheering of
thousands, President Roosevelt arrivTie
ed h;re at noon f.um
riu'c of parade va through t!ie pnn-C- '
.'.il street? to ilu' eipKol, where a
wit nil a
p!n:!.!'ii' had been
few feet of the pot where Jefi'mson
Davis took the oaih cf ot?c.

te

MONTGOMERY

PAYS HER

RFSPECTS TO CHIEF RULER
Montgomery, Ala., Oct. 21.
Ever
since yesterday, thousands of people
from the surrounding districts began
to pour into the city, eager to see
and welcome President Roosevelt on
his first visit to Montgomery. The
hotels are crowded and there Is more
life and bustle in the streets than
ever before in the recollection of the
"oldest Inhabitant." During the forenoon the last touches were put on the
arrangements for the reception to the
president, and when the hour of his
arrival came, everything was in readiness and order.
A battery of the Montgomery Field
Artillery, stationed on the river bank,
fired the first shot of a national salute of 21 guns, when the special train,
bearing President Roosevelt and his
party, rolled into the station at 12
o'clock, this noon. The president wag
enthusiasticTlly cheered by the enor
mous multitude surrounding the sta
tion, when he stepped off the train,
and was welcomed by ,Governor Jelks
and the members of the governor's
staff, who were dressed In full uni
form. After having shaken bands
with the governor. President Roosevelt exchanged greetings with Mayor
W. M. Teague, who was assisted by
a reception committee of fifty prom
inent citizens, the members of the
city council, the directors of the Commercial and Industrial associations
and others.
The president and his part were
escorted to their carriages and driven
to the state capitol, along Commerce
street and Dexter avenue. Governor
Jelks rode with the president in the
first carriage, which was surrounded
by a mounted escort of citizens and
members of the militia. The buildings
along the route over which the presidential party drove were handsomely
decorated with flags and bunting and
presented a bright and cheerful pic
ture. When the head of the line of
carriages reached the capitol, the
president, escorted by the governor,
the mayor' and other officials, took
a seat on the grand stand, which had
been built out from the west portico
of the capitol building, and the others
as well as the invited guests occu
pied the remaining spaces on the plat
form. From that point of vantage the
president reviewed the parade, which
was headed by a platoon of mounted
patrolmen and was led by the chief
marshal and his brilliantly uniformed
staff, the reception committee, the
Montgomery City Band, the various
Montgomery military organizations
and the visiting militia companies .
After the parade had passed in reTeague formally welview, Mayor
comed the president to the city In a
well chosen address. Then Governor
Jelks Introduced President Rcosevtlt.
who delievered an address to the
large crowd filling every available
inch of space in front of the platform. His address was well received
and frequently interrupt".! by choer.j
and applause. After the address,
Roosevelt was escorted
President
back to his train and at 2 o'clock left
for Uinrmlisghani.
WHAT BIRMINGHAM TODAY
EXPECTS TO DO AND SEE
Birmingham, Ala.. Oct. 24. The
special train with President Roosevelt and his party on board will arrive here, according to schiHlule, at 4
o'clock this afterncon. and everything
is In readiness for his reception and
Upon his arrival, the
entertainment.
President will be received by a special committee, headed by Mayor
Ward. The mayor will welcome the
president in a brief address and will
present him with a handsome gold
medal, struck in honor of the president's visit to this city. Then President Roosevelt and the members oi
the reception committee will take
carriages and. drive along Twentieth
street to the Capitol park, where the
reviewing and speaking stand has
been erected. All buildings on that
street are handsomely decorated with
flags and buuting. The platform from
which the president will review the
civic and military parade, has been
erected in front of the recently erected monument to the Confederate soldiers and sailors. One thousand school
children, each bearing a small American Has, will assemble in front of the
pliuform and sing national songs. The
Jefferson County Choral society w.il
al
sins several numbers. Rufus N.
Rhodes wi.l a.idres the president, welcoming him to the city, and PrtslJent Roosevelt will deliver an address
people. .The presito tho
dent wU! leave in his AfWj.1 train
iv. .
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NOTES

OLD CHURCH WITH
MUCH

HISTORY

its Centennial,
More Than Half Being
Under One Pastor.

Celebrates

LIFE OF TWO CENTlIRltS

New York, Oct. 24. Today is the
one hundredth anniversary of the consecration of St. Paul's Episcopal
church," at East Chester, near Mount
Vernon. The event will be" celebrated
In an appropriate manner and many
Llbrado C. de Baca, only recently distinguished-clergymeof the Upis-copreleased from the county Jail, where
parts
clrurch
from
all
the
he was sent to serve a sentence of state and even from some otherofstates
six months for forgery, and who has are here to take part In
special
been arrested numerous times before services this evening. ThetheRev. Dr.
for signing other names than his own William F. Coffey, for over fifty years
to checks, Is again In the tolls, with rector of St. Paul's church, will conthe prospects good for his agaJn be- duct the service.
coming an Inmate of the county Jail
It was in 17U0 that the first church
and perhaps itho penitentiary.
of East Chester was erected, and In
Baca was arrested this morning by 1764 a new church was built. In 17vt
Officer Knapp, of the'clty police force, the old church was torn down and the
and landed In the city Jail on the wood used as fuel In the new church,
charge of forgery. Baca Is charged which was then used as a British hoswith forging the name of Esqulpula pital. The church first took its name
Baca, a ranchman of Pena Blanca, to as St. Paul's in 1784, w hen It was Intwo checks, one for $5 and another corporated
under
the Episcopal
for $3.90.-- Both che"cks v. ere drawn on church act.
Among the bodies resting In the
First National bank blanks and were
cashed at Graham Bros., and Sturgis' church, yard are those of Comfort
club rooms, respectively.
Sands, a member of the Provincial
When presented at the bank for Congress in 1775, and for fifteen
collection the checks were promptly years auditor general in the American
thrown out as forgeries. It was learn- army; Capt. Jonathan Fowler, of the
ed this afternoon that the First Na- French war; Major George V. Protional bank would make formal com- vost, of the British army; Philip Pell,
plaint against Baca on the charge of judge advocate of the American army,
forgery.
and Major Samuel Pell.
CASHES SEVERAL FORGED
CHECKS AND LANDS IN JAIL,
FROM WHERE HE WAS ONLY
RECENTLY RELEASED.

HE

n

Oct.

state conference

MEET
STATE CONFERENCE.
New Albany, Ind., Oct. 24. Indiana's state conference of the paugh-ter- s
of the American. Revolution will
open here this evening at Music hall.
The conference will remain in session
evening. At least
until Thursday
sixty delegates, representing the twen-- i
ty chapters of the organization in this
s.iate, are expected to attend the conference, besides a number of distinguished vifitors from other states.
The local chapters have made extensive preparations for receiving and
entertaining the delegates and many
important social functions have been
arranged. Among those expected to
a'tend is Mrs. Fairbanks, wife of the
vice president of tho United Siatres,
whj is at present the head of the national association of the Daughters
of the American Revolution.
D. A. R.

The Illinois
charities will
open Its annual session here thU ev
ening with a large meeting. Miss
June Addams, of Hull House, Chicago,
s
will deliver a lecture on "The
and American Charities. The
first business session will be held tomorrow morning, when Miss Lat'nrop
will speak on "Some Aspects of the
Care of the Insane From the Lay
Point of View." and W. H. Moulton.
president of the Illinois Civil Service
commission, will lecture on "The New
Civil Service .Law."
Tomorrow evening Mr. Alexander Johnson of New
York, general
secretary of the national conference of charities and correction, will be the principal speaker.
Pontiac.

111.,

24.

of

Eml-erint-

thu lllinrila rttntral rnllrfinil tin t)o
morning of Thursday, the 2tilh, the
president's car will be switched out
to the Stuyvesant docks tm the
wharves. There he will he met tiy
Governor Iilanchard and Mayor Behr- -

IN

PRESS AGENT GETS BIG PAY
FOR DOING INSURANCE WORK

1

Charles Smith's Salary is Eight Thousand Per Year,

and One Dollar Per Word For
Sending Telegrams.
tual, before the investigation committee.
MUTUAL ACTUARY ON STAND
BUT TELLS NO SENSATION
New York, Oct. 24. Emory McCJiu-tock- ,
actuary of the Mutual Life In-

surance company, was the first witness before the Investigating committee today. The witness said that be
bad been actuary of several companies since 18t;s, and had been actuary
of the Mutual sine 1889.
On the Maud MeClintock told of the
sharp competition between the New
York life, the Equitate Life, and the
Mutual IJfe in the earlier days of
tbose companies. Nothing sensationIn his lusttuougr.
al drvelotu-a

onl-cial-

V.

SHELDON DANGEROUSLY ILL

$600,000

FOR

MISSING

SIMPSON

The government

24.

REMAINS

a

Senor Veloi Won't Talk.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 24. At the
French embassy, when Informed of
the effort of the American nilnistrr at
Caracas to arrange an agreement between France and Veneiuela, extreme
satisfaction was expressed at the In- AUTHOR OF "IN HIS 8TEPS"
tervention of the United Stktes. SeIS ALARMINGLY SICK
nor Veloz, the Venezuelan charge d'
Topeka, Ka., Oct. 24. Rev. Chaa.
Inaffaires, had not been ollicially
M. Sheldon, author of "In His Steps,"
formed about the statement and de- and other religious
works. Is lying
clined to be Interviewed.
dangerous 111 at his Home In this city
with stomcah and kidney trouoie. The
BRYAN MEETS ADMIRAL
of physicians pronounced
TOGO AT RECEPTION consultation
Toklo, Oct. 24. W. J. Bryan was his case alarming with an operation
present at the reception In honor of probame.
Vice Admiral Togo today, and was Introduced to the admiral. There was a BODY OF JERRY SIMPSON
VIEWED BY HUNDREDS
cordial exchange of sentiments beWichita, Kas., Oct. 24. Hundreds
tween the two, the admiral express
ing himseif delighted with the unex- of friends, admirers and fellow townsmen of the late Jerry Simpson today
pected presence of the American.
viewed the boy of the departed
COMPTROLLER RIDGELY
at Masonic Tempie. The
REFUSES INTERVIEW body will lie In state until tomorrow
Pittsburg, Oct. 24. Renewed inter- at 2 p. m., when the funeral will take
est is being taken in the Enterprise place.
National bank by the presence of
Win. B. Ridgely, comptroller of the COURT GRANTS APPEAL OF
currency, In the city today. Efforts to
MARY ROGERS AS PAUPER
Interview him have been unsuccessWashington, D .C. Oct. 24. Mary
ful. The report yesterday that notes Mabel Rogers,
sentence ot
aggregating ytiOO.ooo are missing from death In Vermont under
for killing her husgl,ven
Is
little
the'bank
credence.
band, was today granted leave to pro- -'
ceed on appeal before the supreme
NEW YORK BAPTISTS
court of the United States as a pauper
without payment of costs.
HAVE BUiY WEEK

h
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HON.

WILL VISIT HOUSE
OF SUSAN

President of Caledonian
Serious

Coal Company

Injuries

Received

at Local

Station Last Night.
The unprovoked attack of a m'ro
porter on train No. 1 last night, upon
of Gallup, has
Hon. Alex. Bowie,
caused great indignation both hero
and at Gallup, which is the next
point on the Santa Fe wutt ot
this city.
That It was another caso of a too
pompous train porter is quite evident, and thoso who are responsible
should bo meted out the most severe
punishment possible in such a case.
Mr. Bowie, w iio is president of the
Caledonian Coal company of McKin-lecounty, a. leaving for his home
aficr having been in the city on business In connection with the case of
tho Caledonian Coal company against
tho Santa Fe for alleged rate discriminations, for which a large damage; suit is now before the local court.
He had 4een detained until almost
traiu time by business, and reached
the deHH Just as the train was leaving, as bo thought, for it was moving. Ho carried an unwieldy case full
of maps of the Caledonian Coal company's property, wh eh had been offered an evidence in the suit above
mentioned, and Juni:d on the moving
train, with the exclamation, "Let me
in."
The porter was stanng in the vestibule of tho car and according to an
eye witness, he reached In his pocket,
as If to get a pistol or a pair of
Mruck Mr. Bowie
knucks. and thi-a trrl8c blow on the side of the head.
The blow ttaggeitd him and when he
recovered, ih porter lad run.
It was some time before anybody
could be fouifil that knew who struck
tbe blow and when this was found out

the train was gone. A telegram was
sent to Gallup to intercept and arrest
tho negro at Gallup. His name Is said
to be Ferguson.
May Have Used Knuckt.
On recovering from tho shock of
tho blow, Mr. Bowie came over from
tho depot to tha city aud went to the
drug store of S. Vaun Ai Son, corner
of Gold avenue and Second street,
where Dr. E. B. Kilgore dressed the
wound.
The flesh above the left eye
was laid opeu, and the left side of
the face and head was badly bruised,
as though it had been hit with some
Instrument
with knobs on It. Dr.
Kilgore said that he does not think
that such a wound could have been
made with the bare list.
Mr. Bowie left for Gallup on train
No. 7, which left tha city alout midnight. Train No. 1 was about on
time.
MORE EXTENSIVE

DEMAND

THE WOOL MARKET.
Boston, Mas., Oct. 24. A more extensive demand than during the last
we.k is noticeable in the wool market. There is a strong call for
which, however, it is lmixissl-bl- e
to meet satisfactorily.
Fleece
wools are firm.

J. ANTH0

Rochester, N.,"Y.. Oct.
-

24.

N

Womaa

suifragisti frouV 4- part ot the United States are assemble here to attend the five days' convption of
associaYork
State Suffi-- .'
tion, which opened at the Unlversal-Ichurch this afternoon. Mayor Cutler will welcome the delegates and
after the meeting they will attend a
reception at 'the home of Susan B.
the-Ne-

st

Anthony.
Among the speakers who will address the convention will be Miss Susan B. Anthony, the Rev. Anna H.
Shaw, president of the national Woman Suffrage association; Mrs. Florence Kelly, vice president of the national association; Mrs. Ella H. Croe-set- t,
president ot the .State Suffrage
association, and Miss Harriett Mar
Mills, vice president of the state association. It Is expected that about
200 delegates from all parts of the
state will attend the convention. The
local members and the citizens in
general have arranged an elaborate
program for the eutertalnment of the
visitors.

FOR ELEVATION OF

BOWIE

ASSAULTED BY TRAIN PORTER

LIE IN STATF.

Ridgevllle, Ind., Oct. 24. Robbers
last night wrecked the safe of the
Rlilgeville Slate bank, and escaped
with about W.iiOO. The explosion-arouseCashier. Branson, who got to
the bank In time to receive a bullet
In the ankie.
Before entering the bank, the robbers met the town watchman and overpowered, liound and gagged him.

Am-

Co-m-

y

York, Oct. 24. Charles G.
New
Smith, who said he was press agent
in the employment of the Mutual Life,
testified before the legislative Investigating committee today that his duties was to counteract any injuries
done to the Mutual Life by the publication of news stories.
He said his salary was JH.ono, and
that be was paid tl a line tor dispatches sent through the telegraphic
lie a bureau. He showed a clipping
froKi the Wilmington, 1 Ma ware. News
of a dispatch he had sent out and
which he said'cot the Mutual J5.0o.
k dealt with tiie testimony of Freder-i- k
ChomweM. treasurer of the Mu

off $6,000.

fought.
Liberty statue near the head of Canal street was raised to commemorate
the ending of the carpetbag and negro
rule In this city, where on the 14th
of September 1874, the citizens wiped
s
niun.
the negro police and carpet bag
Immediately after the president will
out of existence.
.
...
.......
SI..
,.,.....nM
it iil ini aduaiu
As he passes up Camp street he wil.
mtr ntt'tiiiivi v.iimus, of the Southern Pacific's New see in Lafayette square the statue of
York-NeOrleans line, and the tour- Gen. Iafayette and Henry Clay.
ing of the port will begin. The route
After lunch the president will be taof the naval parade will be first up ken promptly at 6 o'clock alxiard the
,
the river as far as West Wego, then cruiser West Virginia.
dowu to the naval station below the
All classes of citizens will be given
city, where the recently constructed an opportunity to pay patrlotlcs tribfloating dock is located.
ute to the nation's chief.
Returning to the Harrison line
As the president will not be accomwharves, near the head of Canal panied by his wife, ladies will particistreet, a land parade will follow, up pate but once In the reception arrangeCanal street, past Liberty statue, ments. They will be aboard the
Batavla, N. Y., Oct. 24. This la a
through the business portion of the
during the river parade, when re- busy week for the Baptists ot this
city, thence back to Cam street and freshments will be served.
state, who have not less than three
conventions here this week.
The thirty-eightfctslon'of the
State Pastor's conference of the Baptist church opened here this morn-l- n
gwlth a large attendance and with
the Rev. T. G. Cass, of Olean, In the
chair. The annual sermon was delivered by the Rev. Dr. Kerr Boyce Tup-peof New York, and addresses were
delivered by a number of other prominent ministers of this state.
The Baptist State Missionary convention will open tomorrow morning
with a short business meeting. In the
afternoon a meeting will be held, lu
- . ..... ... ;
r- which the Rev. A. H. Strong, president of the Rochester Theological Seminary, will speak on "Experience
and Impressious of the World Baptist
Congress."
The annual sermon will be delivered by the Rev. Dr. Robert Stuart Mac-I- t
rthur. of New York, on Thursday
morning.
On Thursday afternoon the various
officers and committees will submit
their reports. Several Interesting ad- THE ST. CHARLES, MOST FAMOUS HOTEL IN THE SOUTH,
WHERE ROOSEVELT WILL SIT AT LUNCHEON WITH FIVE HUNDWYOMING HEADQUARTERS OF
RED PROMINBNT NEW ORLEANS CITIZENS.
CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN.
Caspar, Wyo., Oct. 24. The Chicago & Northwestern has located the
headquarters of Its Wyoming lines at
IS
ALEX
this point, with J. V. Cantillon as division superintendent.
j

ACTUAL

AMERICAN CHARITIES

''

-

CANAL STREET, IN NEW ORLEANS. THE PARADE IN HONOR OF PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT'S VISIT
TO THE CITY WILL MOVE DOWN THIS WIDE THOROUGHFARE.

UP TO OLD TRICKS

EMIGRANTS AND

France.

Franco-Venezuel-

-

Gag Town

Watchman and Carry

erican Minister Russell to endeavor to
arrange the
diplomatic incident, Russell will go to Los
I'eques today for an Interview with
President Castro.

..i

and

Difference With

Caracas, Oct.

ll:2;l this morning and departed alter

LlBRM)0 C. de BACA

Diplomatic Bind

at Washington has' commissioned

llarriman special, which started from

a change of engines, which was accomplished In the record time of two
minutes. The run from San Francisco
was made at an average speed of forty-five
miles an hour.
E. H. Harriman refused to RuHmit
to interview. His train Is guarded by
detectives and secret service men.

Arrange

ft

FROM OMAHA EAST BY
. NORTHWESTERN
CHICAGO
Omaha, Oct. 24. Reports received
at the Ljnion Pacific headquarters In
this city Bhow that a fast run of the

COME AND GONE WITH
BUT TWO MINUTES DELAY
Omlen TTtnh. Oct 24. The llarri
man special train arrived at Ogden at

To

Renewed Interest Created in Mary Rogers Sentenced For
Enterprise BanK-N- ot
Husband Killing, Appeals
Believed That
as Pauper.

San Francisco. Oct. 24. The Harrt- man special, which left Oakland at
3:21 p. m. yesterday, made the fastest
run on
lid n pn Mmi KinnnlKrn
The Overland Limited
and Ogden.
..
......
c.lu 1..........
In A...
..,! tl...
i lie lull lit
twtui-Dimams
nuuia amiJ
nve nuuutes, whi.e the Harrmian
train rnvureil lha flixlsinra In nlnptpcn
hours and four minutes, beating the
limited by seven hors an.i one minute.

afternoon
San Francisco yesterday
for the east, is being made. The train
is scheduled to arrive at Ogden at 11
a. ni. and the Union Pacific is arranging to give the railroad magnate a
fast trip between Ogden and Omaha.
Only a brief stop will be made in this
city, where the train will be transferred to the Chicago & Northwestern.

SAFE0F BANK

historical landmarks pointed out to
him during the course of the naval
and land parades. Just opposite the BRYAN AT TOGO RECEPTION
naval station Is Chalmette cemetery,
where the battle of New Orleans was

Makes

From Where

ROBBERS WRECK

TO VENEZUELA

ENTERTAIN THE PRESIDENT
Now

NUMBER 272

THE COLORED RACE

Wilmington, Del., Oct. 24. Nearly
delegates, representing the various organizations belonging to the
Independent Order of J. R'. GIddings
JuJifee Union In all parts of the
from Santiago, Chile, says that about and
States are here to attend the
fifty persons were killed and GUU United
nineteenth biennial encampment ot
wounded In the rioting there.
the order, which opened here this
morning at the Zlon Methodist EpisProvisions In Chicago.
copal church and will remain lu sesChicago, Oct. 24. Following were sion four
days.
closing prices todav:
At the opening session this morning
Wheat Dec, 87V.c; May, 88Vc.
the Rev. J. E. A. Johns welcomed the
Corn Oct., 61 Mc; Iec., 45V&C.
delegates.
F. J. Laws, president of
Oats Oct., 2!)'H.c; Dec, 30c.
the board of trustees, delivered an
Pork Oct., 1fi.10; Jan., $12. HSU.
address.
Lard Oct., $7.02 '4; Jan., $6.75.
The order Is composed entirely of
Ribs Oct., $7.67Vi; Jan., $0.47 Vi.
women who are interested in tha
work of uplifting the colored race and
Spelter.
helping humanity in general
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 21. Spelter,
On Thursday evening the convenstrong, $G,12V&.
tion will hold a public reception.
RIOTING IN CHILE WAS
QUITE FATAL AND BLOODY
Buenos Ayres, Oct. 24. A dispatch

ALBUQUERQUE

500

PARTIES

BUY

GALLUP ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT
Special to The Citizen.
Gallup, N. M., Oct. 24. The Gallup
Electric light plant, owned by Gregory Page, has been sold to K. C. Allen, formerly manager of the electric
light company of Albuquerque. The
terms of the sale have not been made

but it is understood that th
purchase price was in the nelghbo'r-luxi- .l
of $.'5,oo0. it is said that Mr.
Allen Is associated with other Albuquerque parties In the purchase of the
plant, among which is the First National bank of Albuquerque.
public,

IN

CONDITIONS IN RUSSIA ARE

half-blood-

SALT LAKE ROAD WILL
REDUCE TIME ON TRAINS
AnIxs Angeles, Oct. 24. The
geles, San I'edro & Salt I.ake road

has decided to reduce the running
of Its through passwnpt-- trains
Angles and Halt I.ake
between
hours, which will cut
to twenty-sithe Rjinning time between tlis city
hoars.
and Chlct;o te sitfty-eih- l
tlru

Is

DAILY GROWING MORE SERIOUS
Kharkhoe, Oct. 2L A serious fight
between troops and the people, during
which there were many casualties on
(both sides, occurred last nlghL While
a meeting of 20,000 citizens, students
and workmen wuw in progruts, some
on raised the cry, "The Cossacks ar()
eoinlul," and a panic followed. Many
wte Injured in tbe crush.

Subsequently th crowd came In
contact with a detachment of cavalry.
Revolver shots aud small bombs were
used by civilians and rifles by the soldiers. Both sides suffered severely
and many wounded wtre left on the
ground when the crowd tilsp.rsd.
The strikers have since plundered
gunsmith shops and anuud them.
selves.

A

A IJTl U O U EKQU E

PAGE TWO.

'HIL rVTMM CITIZEN
Publlnhcd Dally and Weekly by

trhe Citizen Publishing Company
Entered at Pwtofflce for tran.rm..on through
mailt aj earond elaaa matter.

CUNIONl

DOWIE'S "ONE CHILD A YEAR"
IDEA IS WRONG, WRONG, WRONG
tlnue with a baby a year for even as Its mothers Race Improvement
five years, for nature wisely protects began when women merged from
a woman against this excessive drain slaves to eon. "anions, from toys to
upon her vitality, but If willing and wives, from bleeders to mothers. As
deliberate parentage would permit women rise, tie nation will rise with
this rank injustice to the woman-o- ne them.
In the days of long ago when man
Is still compelled to ask, "Is It
went a "woniui? with a club,' capfair to the children?"
Decidedly It is not fair!
tured the mniil that caught his fancy
The chlldern would be deficient In and took her to his rude hut where
physical vigor, nerve energy, and she became hM slave, and reared his
brain force; they would be literally sturdy, unthlnl.ing progeny, sentiment
"iKirn tired" and wholly unsulted to was unknown. With civilization came
endure the responsibilities of adult sentiment. Man no longer wooed with
life, as children they would have all a club; woman began to think for herthe contagious diseases to which self, her hnsl ind and her children:
thi y were exposed because of their jthen the worM began to grow better
low resistive powers and' their death Men and won en tried to live up to
each other's reals; they want fewer
rate would be high.
No nation can he greater than the children, been ise they realize that
two good citiens are worth to the
community ni'-rthan six
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....
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1
must answer each of the foreoun tuiphonii
going
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the hospital being Mexico is strong for single statehood, stables.
of water la such that the mill can
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treated f(.r a cancer. Cannot say and that sun: intent is against joint
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David, on the line of the EI Paso of the very best of everything that is who looked Into the matter have since lish, Spanish and Mechanical DrawThe output of the mill will be Im- St.
changed their attitude In the matter, ing.
Douglas good to eat.
between.
mense when the water allows it to & Southwestern
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and Benson, bringing liO.OtiO acres, of
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For particulars call or address
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G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
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rale Is very heavy. Recently
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R. O. STOLL, Secretary.
Engineer Henry R. Evans made a were eight deaths in twenty-fou- there
statehood or nothing, if it shotuT
r
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President E. C. Kjijney of Cleve one, and should be given attention by quite a number of my old comrades siderable discussion as to who theWe have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
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land, unto, is in town rrom tne i--i Tiro the
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ation be is the leading spirit. He is officials.
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O. N. MARRON. President.
y
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Roosevelt may ap f What's the use
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of the territory
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Ferris, secretary of the San
Pedro Valley Water Users' association, is in Phoenix from Benson to
confer with Engineer L. C. Hill, regarding the irrigation
projects
in
which the people of Benson and the
Salt River valley are much interested.
The Enterprise says that from Engineer Hill, Secretary Ferris expects
to get certain data of importance regarding the flow of the San Pedro
river, which must l had before further work cm be done toward securing a government appropriation for
the Construction of a dam at Charles-
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Citizen Want Ads Bring The Best Results
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STORY
AGE

1

OF TIIK

Fhst National Bank

Dependent upon mother.
Dependent upon father.
YEARS

YEAR

AGE 10

Working as a clork or mechanic's helper, earning

AGE 20 YEARS

week; bought five

residence

50-fo-

the

In

lot

ern Addition to the Highlands, paying

$1

$10

per

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

East-

per week on

each lot; total cost to be $875.
Married; beautiful homes built all around his property.

AGE 24 YEARS

Sold four of tne lots for $2,000; built himself

a,

AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS, AUGUST

RESOURCES

his own, dependent upon, mother.

WOMAN LEADER TELLS TEACHERS

33,503.00

g

Total,

$2,955,958.19

Depository of the

II

Jk

n

anti-liquo-

e

A. T. & S. F.

FROM

-

'

MRS. KATE CULLEN.

unlimited use of the vocal organs Hn
persuasion. Nor was It brought about
at once. The first raise was .$100,
tbe second and third $50 each, ana
the last, and by far the most difficult,
was successful only when 27 cities of
like or nearly like population were
heard from and every city officer
from the mayor down the Pcale was
presented with facts and figures In
proof of the justice of our cause.
A Tip for Others.
Now, as to the best mode of procedure In such a 'campaign:
Organization Is the first step.
Watch out for a Boprd of Educa1
tion the majority of which are
men.
or disHave your superintendent
trict commissioner in line.
See that every member of your own
broad-minded-

organization Is diligent and loyal In
her efforts to win supporters outside
of the Board of Education.
Now, as to why.
The salaries of the teachers should
rank as high as the other professions.
Th"e preparation necessary to fit them
for the profession demands it. The
formation of the characters for good
or evil of the future men and women"
who are to preserve to the republic
the blessings now enjoyed, makes
teachers richly deserve good salaries.
Would you employ a lawyer Just
admitted to expound beforea Judge
and jury an Intricate point of law
and expect him to win your case? No,
no. It Is the experienced physician
the successful lawyer wbo is rewarded, and why not the experienced
teacher?

$2,955,958.49

Railway System

The Beer that is making
Albuquerque
Famous

(exchange:
The KeOton Williams
Dental Gobi company, capital stock
$100,0(10;
j
incorporators, A. D.
National
Bonding and Guarantee
liams, D. Roberts and J. G Hlnkman.
company, capital stock, $250,000;
e
coriwators, J. H. liner, H. K. Baker
and L. K. Burns. The Maud S Gold
Mining and Developing romnanv. can- ital stock, $1,500,000; incorporators,
A Horse Fell on Him.
J. Smith, J. J. Holllngsworth and M.
B.-Wat kins, who lives near Wil- C. Taber.
The articles of the
son's Crossing, near Phoenix, was discompany were amended
abled by being thrown from a horse, tlxlng the capital suock at $10,000.
after which the animnl fell on him.
Or. Long was summoned, and made Died of Tarantula Bite,
an examination,
in the course of
I'edros Klores died at the Yuma
which he discovered several injuries. county hospital this week from the)
Mi
Watklns' breast was badly hurt bite of some Insect, supposed to be a
and his legs aud arms were Injured. tarantula.
One
night about four
It will be eight or ten weeks befve weeks ago while sleeping1
on The
he is. able to do any work.
ground, he was awakened by a Rtlng
In the face, which at first caused a
Reported New Road.
swelling and a number of abcesses.
synIt is reported that a Pittsburg
After suffering a few weeks he came
dicate which owns copper properties to Yuma and placed himself nndor the
thirty-fivin Sonora, about
miles from charge of Dr. Kotcherslde, and alPort Lolios, is contemplating building though every remedy that medical
a railroad from Tucson to Port Loscience has discovered was used, the
lios. The report could nmt be con- poison continued to spread and finally
capfirmed. It la said that Pittsburg
penetrated through the eye to the lU
ital is behind the project. The road brain, causing death
would cross the Mexican, line about
The case Is a singular one, and a
forty miles west of Nogales. The sketch of It will be given to the medroute Is practically level and would ical Journals.
open up a new mining country which
gives great promise.
Athletics at Tempe Normal!
Many Improvements
are being
on
Canal.
Work
made at the normal at the present
Grant Bros., the railroad contrac- time,
not only In the buildings, but
tors, finished their work on the new on
grounds. H. W. Walker, suthe
of
by
being
dug
the
farmers
canal
perintendent
grounds, has been
the north side at Alhambra, paid off kept busy of of
leveling suitable
late
camp
material,
packed
men,
all
the
for the new tennis courts.
loaded It on four Santa Fe cars and places
of this work has been comleft for the north, presumably to con- Much
and a couple of the new courts
tinue work on the A. & C. railway pleted
finished. The board has been
west of Wlckenburg. This contract are
very liberal In allowances for athfinishes the work from the Arprlprla-tors- ' letics and
Is now scarcely a stuhead above Tempe to Alhambra, dent In thethere
school wbo does not
except one or two small gaps left by
of
In some form or other
reason of recent Injunctions served sport evenings
after the close of
upon the canal owners and which are
The various tennis courts,
expected to be settled soon and the school.
basket ball courts, etc., are not for
ditch completed.
the exclusive use of those who stay at
the two dormitories, but for all stuSome New Corporations.
Articles of the following corpora dents of the normal and they are entions have bran filed in the office of tering into the different games with
the county recorder, says & Phoenix a will
g

j

Southwestern Brewery

DAY, OCTOBER

Santa

d

VALLEY

Tho Shalam colony property

SOLD.

west

the property to make the place one of
the finest sanitariums In the world.
Ample means are said to be at hand
to carry out the project.
This is a well located tract, which
was formerly the hnnie of a sect of re- ligioiiH people, which had iartlcular
customs and wavs of its own. 'I nese
people Installed a pumping plant and
reservoir, which was washed away In
the big flood of two years ago. There
Is a good orchard and vineyard on
the land and several wells, from which
an abundant supply of water can be
developed.
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Call at 110 West Gold avenue for
embroidery materials of all kinds.
Orders taken for hand made Cnrist-ma- s
gifts. Stomping done.
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UALDRIDGE

C.

T.

NATIVE AND CHIC AQO LUMBER

I

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

- BUILDINQ

PAINT

S

covers more, looks best, wears
longest, most
measure.

economical,

full

stock.

Albuquerque

PAPER

Alwaja

Plaster, Lime, Cement,

Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, eto.

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M.

jhnJWorjb
Rroprlotor

0

Foundry and

R. R. HALL,
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars; BharUnrs
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front- - tor
Buildings.
Roomlr om Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.

T. Hul.biird.

"

0
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Kew
20th

townsito of Albuquerque, together
with the Improvements thereon, consisting of a frame stablo and other
structures used by the firm of W. L.
Tilmble & company In the conduct of
the business of said firm.
The sale will be made subject to
the approval of the said court, and
upon confirmation of the sale, the purchaser will receive a good and sufficient deed, and will be let into possession of the premises, which will
bo sold as a whole, aud without division.
FARMINGTON
FAIK
A. A. TRIMBLE,
WAS A SUCCESS.
of the last will and testaExecutor
t
managers
Purmington
of
tie
The
ment of Lawrence S. Trimble, defair this year are to lie congratluated,
ceased, and
admin Lst rator
says tho Times. They not only bad
of the partnership assets of W. i.
a good fair, but cam" out with money
Trimble & company.
enough to pay all bills and a small
Kvery
year.
place
other
for last
Opened
we hear from, they are groaning over NEW ROOMING AND
deficits and losses.
BOARDING HOUSE.
Your patronage
Mce,
solicited.
$5 TO $10 SAVED ON EVERY
clean rooms.
TICKET.
VIRGINIA MAESTAS,
C23 South mrst street
SEND FOR YOUR FOLKS NOW.
PAULSEN, THE RAILROAD TICKET
Five pairs of hose for 25c SaturBROKER, WILL GET THEM HERE day only; worth two pairs for 25c.
WEST
avenue
114
RAILROAD Simon Stern, the Railroad
CHEAP.
AVENUE.
clothier.
"Drip, drip, drip, o'l everywhere"
CHIPS FRESH EVSARATOGA
oetter oook w.ita sale gas.
ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.
t

0

L0ttr Mdm

rect
ommercial
r r i n t i n g:
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CARRIAGE

Ut"

0

0

V

0
0

PAINTING

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

CO.

O O

o o

O
QUICKEL

&

BOTHE,

O

Proprietor

0

OAR AND CLUD ROOMS
.

0

FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Wblskles, Imported
aad Domestic Wlnea and Cognac. The coolest and highest grade of
Urn ported and Domeatlq Cigars.
Wear aarved. Finest and

0

.

0

CARRIAGE

V

0C2500000C
0

AND RE

HORSESHOEING

and TIJeraa Road

0

TRIMMING

0

Harness, 8prlng Wagons Built to
Q

IK

de-tie-

Cheapest accident iiiuraicc Dr.
Thomas' Electric Oil. Stops the pain
and heala the wound. All druggists
sell it.

M

T h c CITIZEN JOB

ceeding pending In said court wherein
Wii.iam L. Trimble is plaintiff, and
A. A. Tilmble, .executor of the last
S.
will and testament of Lawrence
adTrimble, deceased, and
ministrator of the partnership assets
of W. L. Trlmbbv & company, and the
heirs at law and legatees of Lawrence
S. Trimble, deceased, are defendants,
numbered 0812 on the docket of said
court, the undersigned will, on Wednesday, the 15thday of November,
l'JOu, about tho hour of 10 o'clock a.
hereinafter dem., on the premise
scribed, sell at public auction to the
highest bidder for cash, tho following
described real estate situate, lying
and being In the city of Albuquerque,
County of Bernalillo and Territory of

tho Times.
Jr., of Shlp-roek- ,
15,iiiio pounds ,;f flour; I'oe WilWat4. 4,000 poinds,
kin, of Little
and Joe Keitz, of Crozier, 4,4oo, making a total sale for the day of 2.1,000
pounds. This gives some idea of the
value that the mill is to the town In
a cummercial way. Such work as was
done in getting the mill and cannery
located here is the kind' that brings
ret urns.

'

'

t
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Plans to Get Rich
are often frustrated by sudden breakdowns, due to dyspepsia or constipation. Brace up and take Dr. King's
New Life Pills.
They take out the
materials that are clogging your energies, and give you a new start. Cure
headache and dizziness, too. At all
drug stores; 25c, guaianteed.

8ARATOGA
CHIPS FREEH
DAY AT MALO"8.

N. M.

,i4-"- J
"
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
8. B. GRIMSHAWk
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treaa.
J PoY?i'
A. L. GRIM SHAW,
City Fit. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt. and Pasa. Agt
GENERAL OFFICES
8ANTA FE, N. M.

t:

ill

ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.

H'r

New .Mexico,
ROLLER
FARMINGTON
Lots numbered one (1), two (2),
MILLS DOING BUSINESS.
three (3), four (4), five (5) and six
C. C. Pitrat, proprietor of theKarm-ingtoroller mills, was doing a big (ti), of block nine (9), of the original

Soothes Itching skin. Heals cuts or
burns without a scar. Cures piles, eczema, salt rheum, any itching. I loan's
Ointment. Your druggist sells It.

tfW

28.

Fe Central Railway System

Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parta
'
of the World.
-'- WAnlM
Connections at Torrance. N M., with the El Paso & Southwwrtern:
and Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and SaaU
e, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway.
At Santa
f wun the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
bpecial attention given to handling of passengers and freight
send your frelgbt via the Chicago, Rock Island & P clUo
,
via Torrance,

1905.)

of a decree of the
of Bernalillo county,
Mexico, made and entered on the
day of October, l'.toS, 'in a certain
By virtue

trict court

When Polly Primrose comes to the
Klks' opera house here on Saturday,
October 28, It is doubtless assured of
the same large and ent tiusiast ic house
elsethat it has been commanding caleu-la'ewhere. Its war atmosphere is
to please the martial spirit that
is abroad in the county, while the
lme ruiiiame that runs through it.
to the sentiment, of the playgoer of every class. Miss Carol
who is to play tho principal part,
lias won the prain' of the critics
wherever she has appeared, anil her
supporting company could not have
been better selected. It is pronounced
everywhere to be a beautiful play,
splendidly staged and performed.

.

21,

Colo. Phone, Black, No. 93.

ooooooo

OF SALE.

(First publication October

WILL APPEAR AS FOOTLIGHT ATTRACTION
HERE ON SATUR-

of Dona Ana, Dona Ana county, has
been sold by the Brown Realty company of Las Crimes, to several local
and a number of eastern capitalists.
The purchase price Is said to have
been flOo.iiim. It is stated that from
$."t'i),fni) to $1.0011,000 will be spent on

.

NOTICE

& Ice Co.

A HOME INDUSTRY.

Auto. Phone, No. 92.

te

"POLLY PRIMROSE"

against Jas. 3. Gibson, the county attorney, is that over 150 Jointists every
month have paid him $5 each In consideration of Immunity from prosecution. Gibson denies that he ever took
a cent of money from the Joinists.
The supreme court will takes up the
cases this month.
MESILLA

2,470,928.21

NEIGHBOR

i

KANSAS' LARGEST CITY

IN

-

:

.

e

PROPERTY

-

Total,

G.

SHALAM

209,000.00

SOME ITEMS OF INTEREST

Successful Hunting Trip
Mr. and Mrs. Kinch returned late
Wednesday eveUng from a two days'
trip. They went to the Gila
river, between Sacaton and Tempe.
Game was plentiful and they got all
quail the law allowed them, ito
say nothing of many rabbits and
birds. They saw no ducks, however.

INDISCRETION OF JOINTISTS IN KANSAS CITY HAS AROUSED THE
CHIEF MAGISTRATE'S IRE WOULD TAKE AWAY CHARTER AND
DISCIPLINE OFFICIALS BRIBERY ALLEGED IN 8TATE8 SUIT
AGAINST COUNTY ATTORNEY EVANGELIST CHIEF OF POLICE.

anti-liquo-

285,030.28

oooocccooococ

:

FOR

-

.

1,663,015.50

fooccoccccooccccc

WHY HOCH IS GUNNING

Topeka, Kas., Oct. 24. The revival of prohibition is indicated In the
suits Instigated by Governor Hoch
against the city and officials of Kansas City, Kan. The attorney general
has asked the supreme, court to forfeit the charter of the municipality
the largest in Kansas, because It
r
law;
failed to enforceVhe
has asked the Impeachment of Jas. S.
county attorney, and ba9
'Gibson,
brought ouster proceedings against
W. W. Rose, mayor.
Hoch is a reform governor and a
strong temperance advocate. His action, in tho present matter, however,
follows Sunday law enforcement by
Governor Folk, of Missouri; deuncia-tioby women's clubs of his inaction,
and the disregard of law and decency
shown by Jointists of Kansas City.
A big manufacturing city of 70,000,
the metropolis of Kansas, finds many
of the laws enacted by granger legislature galling. Especially so are the
r
laws. Joints have run.
since time Immemorial, and in recent
years their willful law breaking has
been put on a business basis. Once
every two months every jointlst is
arrested and puts up $lo0 cash bond.
This he forfeits and the money goes
Sunday closInto the city treasury.
ing In Missouri drives hundreds of the
worst class in Kansas City, Mo., to
take the cars to Kansas City, Kan.
So the state of Kansas has asked
for the forfeiting of the charter of the
city, whose officials tolerate the
and if the state wins the
county government would rule the
eiy, and an assistant attorney general, to be appointed by the governor,
would be the chief executive.
W. W. Rose, the democratic mayor
of Kansas City, was elected on a
platform of "Pure water, cheap gas
and no graft." Rose foresaw that the
purchase of the right to break the law
by the jointists could not endure. He
made a start toward supplying t'ue
city adequate revenue legitimately.
Rose appointed Vernon J. Rose, net
a re'ative cf his, chief of police Vernon liose U an evanneli.t.
Even uow
he fills a pulpit Sundays. Many
that if th'i tvo !i.scs rould have
their way, Kansas Ci.y wouij be wt '1
admit: ir tered.
di Colema i'i cherge
Attorney

1,30,015.50

OUR WESTERN

School,

Upon attaining the prlncipalship of
Tounsend school 20 years go, the first
thought that suggested, Its'elf to my'
mind was the great Inequality In tho
salaries of the men and women principals of the public Bchools in Syracuse.
The women principals received per
annum $50 less than half w"nat was
paid the men.
How to remedy this Injustice was
the problem I set about to solve. After hours given to serious thought, I
made organization the first step. A
private meeting was called at the
home of one of our members. As the
outcome of that meeting, officers
were elected, and three of the most
popular of our members were appointed to Interview each member of
the Board of Education, the other
principals to help the cause by ure-lnany member of the board or In
fluential citizen to favor the movement.
The First Victory.
There was a great stirring up of
the women principals and their
friends and they were rewarded by
an additional $100 per year.
The grade teachers, therefore, also
organized, and they too, we: e successful. Since that time three more
attempts were crowned with success
until the women principal's salaries
from $700 was raised to $1,000; the
grade teachers from $400 to $650.
Had to Work For It.
All of this was accomplished only
after miles of pedestriantsm and an

Capital and Profits,
Circulation,
Deposits,
,

$1,191,220.39

Banking House and Furniture,
United States Bonds, $ 323,000.00

L

of the lounsend
Syracuse, N. Y.)

-

63,222.60

'

HOW TO SECURE A SALARY RAISE

By Kate M. Cullen.

LIABILITIES

Bonds, Stocks, Real Estate,

Cash and Exchange,

SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY, Owners of
300 Lots in the Eastern Addition Highlands.
$100, $150, $200 per Lot, $10 Down $1 per week

(Principal

-

Loans and Discounts,

Home all paid for; worth, all told, about $3,000; don't
owe a cent, and has a big
baby boy of

After 20 Years of Agitation, Principal
of Syracuse, N .Y., School Wins
Victory Organization the
Great
First Step In Securing to Women a
Just Recognition for Services In the
School Room
Details of the
Plucky Efforts Put Forth by Mrs.
Kate Cullen.

25, 1005

four-roo-

house for $800 on the fifth lot. Borrowed $300
on the house to buy furniture, etc, and with the remaining $1,200 started In business for himself.
AGE 26 YEARS

1

1
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THE ALBUQUERQUE
By

CAME

The Citizen Publishing Company

OF OXE, TWO, THREE
PLAYED

Published Dally anil Weekly
W. S. 8TRICKLER
W. T. McCREIOHT
Preeldent
Business Manager

Runner

Amalgamated
'I'l'r
American Hug r
Atchison, Minn
Atchison, pfd
Baltimore & O i"
Brooklyn Rapid Tvan.-i- i
Canadian Tacit
Colorado Fuel .vi Iron
Colorado Sou' ii rn, comm. n
Colorado South in, second
com
Chicago, Great

MTi

(

It was an old, old, old lady,
And a boy that was half-pasthree,
And the way that they played together
Was beautiful to see.
t

recorder and clerk
tf board of supervisor, Navajo county, Holhrook, Ariz '
la duo a letter from The Citizen; for not only did he write
tills paper a letter, pinned with t do name he bears In Arizona, and enclosed In s.n envelope carrying tliat name
and the office titles which at present aiVonipany It, hut
he wag evidently o well pleased with this epistolary
of his genius, that, he published the Fame letter In
the Winslow Mail, as an open letter to The Citizen.
There was a single, solitary difteietice in the two letters, and that difft renca lay in the signature. The letter
which came through the mail was, signed plain, every day
"McAllister," while the copy published in the Mall was
siRned "Ajax." There were two Homeric heroes of that
name. They were "AJnx, the son of Telanion ami bravest of the Creeks before Troy .next to Achilles," and "the
eon of Oileus, the lesser Ajax, dexterous and brutal
Greek hero In the Trojan war."' It was not necessary for
the "county recorder and clerk of board of supervisors"
to Inform the puhdc as to which of these ancients he Is
related by descent or similarity. Ills work speaks for
,

She couldn't go running and jumping
And the boy, m more could he;
Kor he was a thin little fellow,
With a thin little twisted knee.

Ari-ron- a

,

PALACE BARRIERS

Would you look at tbe saddest picture to be found In
the coal mining regions of Pennsylvania, a picture that
has for Its setting the cabins of miners, In a country
where there are too few schools, too few clothes, too few
comforts, and where the children often know the f)angs
of hunger? Then looog at The Citizen's first page this
evening.
Look at the magnificent home of J. B. Markie, mine
owner, at Jeddo. It Is a palace and was built out of the
labor of those men who toll underground; who risk their
lives every working moment. Surely Mr. Markie mum
be grateful 'to these toilers of the mines! Their labor
makes hliu welcome at bank, gives him fine furniture,
and soft beds. He can travel when he wills. He. can
enjoy .music, and art, and society, for those men of the
mines are coining dollars for him.
Around the Markie palace, that rubs elbows with the
homes of poverty. Is a barbed wire fence. Beyond this
is an iron fence. Outside of this barricade is a screen
netting and last is a thick, prickly hedge. And all this
to protect John B. Markie from what?
Have the relations of capital and labor in the coal
mining regions reached such a stage that there is not a
One
vestige of brotherly love and confidence left?
wonders If there are Catlings in John B. Markle's cellar,
and pistols and bombs and rifles stored in the palace
trocha. And, also,
that stands surrounded by lis four-plif a strike which gave to labor only a minute share of
the wealth It created has so hardened his heart that he
would rather live entrenched and as far from his employes as some kings are from their subjects.
It has been said that the great strike U ft hatred in
the hearts of the coal barons, and that they are lusting,
not only for more profits, but for revenge it whs hard
to believe that until the barriers were su n about hat
palace. In the little town of Jeddo, away down in
i

WILL ACCENT ANY

The Las Vegas Optic of yesterday evening had
and ablest editorial in favor of onu mme i t ou t
lor
for single statehood, belure uerepl ing the propo-a- l
jointure, which The Citizen hm seen mee the jointure
proposition ha been broached. The Citizen is tor statehood any Kind of statehood we can get. This paper
may be of the opinion that joint statehood is really to be
preferred to single siauhood, and it is firmly convinced
tbiit Joint statehood is the only kind that congress wi
give us at this lime, if, indeed, it will give us any at
all.
In this connection conies to mind the story of two
prayers. A very devout young minister wanted a wile,
and In knew ami lowd a young lady whom he thought to
However, he
be the nne of all others for the place".
praved tor divine guidance, winding up his prayer, "Bur,
it be Het.-.!" Some uie mat way about stateLord.
hood. The Citizen is railier like the maiden lady of un-c- .
wood, prayed aloud
ki, til ing In a
ituiii a(;e
foi a
An owl In a tree cried out, "Who, who ho.
who! The maiden replied, "Anbody, lAird.
don't care
who!"' That is The (V iyen s ticket. It won't be found
)

1

kind.

The Optic, said on Saturday, as the
of the
laie congressional junketing parly, "The sooner the agitation of the Joint sitt' hoodeis is dropped the sooner the
territorli s will come In;" but Saturday, Congressman
Tawney, "the head of the ennj. n
party." said "The
wiscKt move for thoi-- two territories at this time would
be to cease ablating the statehood question alogether."
The Optic by all means, shou .d net Congressman Tawney
rigid, as to the sentiment ot the party, of which bo was
the acksowledged head.

j

S. S., common
V. S. S., pfd
Wabash, common
Wabash, pfd
Western Union

Men.. Sg 5Qt0

LA

-

SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST

LIFE

M. MANDElL
The Clothier and Furnisher.
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RANSACKS APARTMENTS OF SEVERAL ROOMERS SECURING MONEY AND OTHER VALUABLES.

Sometime between the uoum of 12
and 1 o'clock last nighf, a sneak thief
entered the Ia Vet.- rooming house,
113 West Lead avenue, and ransacked
the apartments
of several of the
guests. It Is not known Just how
much plunder the thief secured, but
from one roomer a suit ot clothes, a
small amount of money and a watch
was stolen.
Officer Thomas .IohI.hi was called
as soon as the robYuv wa3 tliscovtrt-th
investigation.
and he made a
but failed to locate the thief. In looking about he arrested a nMii hanging
around near the house. Around the
man's neck was a plai :n lit arlng the
Inscription, "I run il;af and dumb."
He was also passing out some cards
bearing the same inscription. Tne of
ficer waiked up to him and sa'd:
"Where do you work?"
Quaking with fright at the sight of
the big stick and brass buttons and
forgetting that he was supposed to be
deaf and dumb, he replied:
"I don't work.
The officer took him in charge.
Other than this no clue has been ob
tained of the thief up to this after
noon.
During the last few days an unusual amount of petty thieving has been
going on and the police are determined to put a stop to it and land the
guilty parties In jail.

Bottled In Bond.

SOME OTHERWISE

i

M. BERGER

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

West
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'EMPRESS."
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FRANKFORT, KY.
KEEP YOUR HORSE COMFORIi r:

MELINI & EAKIN

tho-otii-
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Cold Weather Means

Sole Agents.

Albuquerque, N. M.

Horse Blankets and Lap

Automatic Phone, 199.

y
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O. DINSDALE

LIVER
STABLE

HIGHLAND

Boarding Horses a Specialty

Muck

C5c
$1.00

Blankets, from C5c to
Comforters, from 95c ,to
Buggy Whips, from lbc to.,
Harness Soap
Harness Oil, per can

$9.00
$4.00
$1.00

Saws
Handled Axes
Boys' Axes

Hoof Oil

Heruna
Plnkham's

15c
10c
20c
90c
Compound .. 9oc

Vegetable
and
Hall's Hair Renewer
THE MAZE.
William Kleke, Proprietor.

S. S. E.. !"ic

5oc

Household Goods, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

0. W. Strong's Sons

BORRADA1LE & CO.

IRON

1

1

W.-de-

BEDDING,

ART SQUARES,

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

Time, Labor
and Money

and

MONUMENTS.
N. Second St., Both Phones.

201-21-

The caving of time meant comfort.
The saving of labor mean eae. The
avlng of money means eeenomy. All
these saving can beet be attained by
Installing m

DRAG0IE

M.

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, and
all kind of Freeh Meat
300 North Broadway, Corner of Washington Ayenue. ALBUQUERUE. N. M.

PENINSULAR RANGE
In dollar and cent they cost no more. In quality they are
superior. In durability they last longer. One-thirbetter than
any other. You are most cordially Invited to examine our new
line.
d

AMBULANCE

Prices

Automatic,

Colo. Phone. 75.

taken at a fair valuation.
FURNITURE

CO.,

205 Gild All.

147

THE

O. A. MATSON & CO.

South of Viaduct, on First Street.

Special Machinery

Fine Stationery

FOR ALL KINDS OF WORK.

GUSTAFSON, Proprietor.

JEMEZ HOT

Carries

Plain Figures $3Q and Up

THE McSRAIN

New Planing Milli

G. E.

In

Old stove

STRONG'S SONS
GO TO

Pleasure to All.
No Pill Is as pleasant nnd positive as
I c
Wilt's Little Early Risers. These
Not the Right Man.
Famous Little Pills are so mild and
lOVeinor Mokes, of .New Jersey tell tins un( on a effective that children, delicate Indies
eiiiain 'irwyer in Soiuli Carolina:
and weak people enjoy their cleansing
"There was a rai.road collision near a count rv town etfect, wliilo strung people siiy they
in Soutli Carolina," he said, "ami just as the trains met are the best liver pills sold. Sold by
a southern darkey was passing along a country road
all druggists.
the lone track. A piece of iron from the wreck flew
over to tills darky and laid him low. My friend, the lawCOMING EVENTS
yer, who was wide awake to business, heard of the col
2s "Polly Primrose."
lision ami hurried to the scene. Just beloie reaching tin
Novemlur 1. "I'nclo Josh Spruce
scene he met this darky struggling up the road Willi his
hands to his head ami moaning with pain. My friend by.
November 2 "The Chaperones."
looking for business and thinking the darkv was one o!
the victims, went up and stopped him.
Any pair of overalls in the store for
"How about damages." he began.
ific
Saturday only. Simon Stern
Hie Ka.lroud avenue clothier.
The sufferer waved him otr.
'U'way, boss, g'way," he cried. 'Ah licber bit tie
IVES. THE FLORIST.
train. Ah noher done such a l ing in all inah ate! lu
Fresh Cut Flower.
cyiunt git no damages out oh me! '
Fcr All Kind of Piles.
To draw the fire out of a burn, heal a
Slightly Em jarrasiing.
cut wiiho it leaving a scar, or to cure
A I'hi.adclphia business man tells mis one on himbolls, suns, tetter, eczema and all
self:
skin and , alp diseases, use DeWltt'i
"You know in this city there are two telephone com- Witch Hiel Salve.
A specific for
panies," he said, "and in my otliee have a telephone- of blind, bit ,: rig, itching and protruding
each company. Last week i hired a new oliice boy, and piles, si i; s the pain Instantly and
one of his duties waB to answer the telephone. The oth- cures pen- inently. Oct the genuine.
er day, when one of the bells ram? he answered the call Sold by nil druggists.
o
aud then came in, and told me was wanted on the phone
See the window display of the Wo
by my wife.
n
Grande
Mills at the Globe
"Which one?' I Inquired cjuickty, thinking of the two store, then ask for those $3.50 walking tklrti.
telephones, of coure,
"'Please, sir,' stammered the boy, 'I don't know how
Subsor!!
for Tbe Citizen and get
many you ba e.' "
the news.

BEDS,

117 Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico

STRONG BLOCK.

nne.

A

STOVES, RANGES,
WINDOW SHADES,
CAMPING OUTFITS,

FURNITURE,

For Moving the Sick or Injured.
Prompt Serive Day or Nlgfcl

Spend your leisure time at the poo
hall at No. 115 West Railroad ave

,

,tl

Hats cleaned and blocked In any style.
Clothing steam cleaned and pressed.
Corner of Thlid street and, Gold avenue, in the car.

itoe

Bupplies.

--

Easy Payments

Installment Plan

The Albuquerque Hatters
, and Steam Cleaners

$1.5

So far as they rro, Schilling;'!
Best take doubt and difficulty
out of getting your table

X

HOUSE

.
O. F. PL ATT,
The real cleaner and dyer. La
dies' and gentlemen'
fin
clothe a specialty.
Portieres,
lace curtain, etc. ' 1411 North
Fifth street. Old 'phone, Red,
Z66-Z- .
Automatic 'phone, 675.' '

'

'

s

Corner of First Street and Copper
Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
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J. KORBER & CO.
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"THE MAZE.
Iron Beds, full size
$2.50
Springs, for Iron Beds
12.00
Fa size Coll Bed Springs ....12.25
Woven Wire Folding Cots
2.0i
Heavy Cotton Cot size Mattress $2.75
Sheet. Iron Heating Stoves
$135
An Al Can:. Heating Stove
$8.00
28x28 Stove Boards
70c
If you use nails, see us.
Large, heavyweight Horse Blan
'..
kets
..$2.00
Wagon Covers, from $1.75 to
$5.00
Lunch Buckets
30c
A Fine Velvet Rug
$2.2
Saddles, $7.50 and
$13.5i
Hiding Bridles, 75c to
$1.5o
Childrens' Go!arts, $2.75 and.. $1.25
We carry the mo6t complete line of
tents, rlys ami tenting supplies to be
found in town.

We have them in all kind ft")
LOW
PRIC
SPECIAL
NOW, as we bought a large quantity1
direct from the factory.

price.

O. W.
AND

The Happy Housewife
Who takea pride in her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows bar
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most, nutritions and healtbfifl, and her
cakes, plea and pastry dainty, delicate
and light.

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

HOUSE

i

At last we have a clear statement
the philosophy of
A group of admirers and defenders,
gathering about the most conspicuous
of the
listens wltn
(interest
and applause whi.e their
;V (spokesman expounds the principles on
:
which he has risen to eminence. Krom
this exposition there is no dissent; we
j; may therefore accept it as authorita
tive.
After some discussion of railway
rates, whose relation to this vast tor- tune seemed to be recognized, the apologist and eulogist
laid down this broad principle as governing the whole
business: "The law of the survival of the fittest Is a law
too firmly established to be overturned of even long delayed by legislative enactments."
That this is the very law by which these gigantic
s
have been built up Is not, lndeed,tiews; but, it is
unnatural to have the fact "o distinctly Rvowed.
The curious fact is that anyone should conceive ot
this as being the true regulative principle of human society. That It rules, to a very large extent, among the
lower animals Is an undoubted fact. The big fishes eat
the little ones; the strong In every kingdom, devour the
weak.
But our evolutionists are pointing out to us that as
we rise, in
of life, this law Is superseded by a
higher law, the law of sympathy, the law of service.
John Flake, in particular, the ablest American exponent
of evolutionism, shows us how, when man comes on the
scene, the lengthening period of infancy calls for the
monogomous family, and lays the foundation of social
morality .whose basis j8 sympathy and hopeful service.
Thus naure provides for "casting off the brute inheritance," for moralizing human relations, for enthroning a new principle. The law of the survival of the fit
test Is the law of the woods and the wild beasts. It is
not the law of the higher human relations.
Men become moral by subordinating this law of the
jungle and exalting above It the higher law which iden
tlfies us with our fellows, and makes our happiness con
sist, not in exterminating our rivals, but in sharing the
good of life with our neighbors.
It is, of course, entirely clear that the principle
which governs much of the conduct of those who have
built up enormous foUunes upon the ruin of their fellow
men is the principle of "the survival of the fittest" and
It Is well to have our attention so sharply called to the
fact. It Is also true and even astounding that ministers
of the gospel and religious editors have recently recog
nized the same principle as lying at the basis of tnese
vast accumulations, aud have, apparently, sought to Jus
tify It.
,
It would not seem to be necessary to argue that "the
law of the survival of the fittest" is not the Christian
law; but It may be well to remember that even in the
view of intelligent evolutionists It is not the normal law
of human society, but a part of "the brute inheritance
of which we have as yet very imperfectly got rid of.

WISE

SAN-

THE CELEBRATED
SNEAK THIEF

And they never have stirred from their places,
Right under the maple tree
This old, old, old. old lady
And the boy with the lame little knee
This dear, dear, dear old lady
And the hoy w'ho was half past three.

SOME STORIES

QQQ

AGENT FOR DR. JAEGER'S
ITARY UNDERWEAR.

105
21

W
Greene Copper

Then she covered her face with her fingers,
They were wrinkled and white and wee.
And she guessed where the boy was hiding,
With a One and a Two and a Three."

the-asce- nt

to $20,00

The young man that Kag never
been here for clothes will do well
to come.

3K'g

O. &

lies-pres- s

1 of

Young

t

L:.

Where mamma's things used to be
gran'ma,"
,So it must be t he clot
And he found her with his Three.

X

youZ"T $7.50

V

"It can't be the little cupboard

By Dr. Washington Gladden

,j
4S'
SI'
57

153
& N.s'iville
I'acit
lo4i
Metropolian
12:
Mexican Cent! il
24
Iew ork Cen tal
ir.3'
H"
Norfolk
Reading, rem: ion
124
Pennsylvania
,
145
itock Island, common
31'4
Kock Island,
7414
Republic, Iron Si Steel, common
Ke;mb!ic Iron m Steel, pfd
i.tJVfe
71
Southern Parlfc
St. Paul
18116
Southern Rajiv ay
37'
Tennessee Cocl & Iron
S8V6
Texas Pacific
35
L'nlon Pacific, common
133;)

"You are up In papa's big bedroom,
In the chest with queer old key."
And she said: "You are warm and warmer
But you're not quite right," said she.

NOT LAW OF MAN'S

The young man wants all the late
style kinks, and gets them all when
ho comes here. The longer coat,
wider collar, and lapels, and the
loose trousers ate some of the
features the young gentleman will
want in evidence In his fall suit.

.Missouri

It wasn't the china closet,
But he slid had Two and Three.

lool-bard- y

4014
28
44
21

0

Louisville

"You are in the china closet!"
He would cry and laugh with glee

bare-heade-

Just Right

....172

Krle, common
Krle, first

It was Hyde and Go Seek they were playing,
Though you'd never have known It to be
With an old, old, old, old lady
And a boy w ith a twisted knee.

Of course. The Citizen cannot determine whether
Mall and McAllister was so
pleased with It that he had It typewritten and sent to
The Citizen, or whether It was written for The Citizen
and McAllister was so pleased with It he pot Ajax to
have it published. Nor does It matter materially. The
result i the same, the evident satisfaction of McAllister
with this bantling of his brain. But the purpose of the
letter Is manifest. McAllister found It necessary to void

S3
105
113V6
78

....

If

ai

Mot young men come here for
'clothes. Many of them rould not
be induced to go elsewhere. I take
great pains in having my young
men's clothes

1'3

Wc.-ter-

C. &

They sat In the yellow sunlight,
Out under the maple tree;
And the game that they played I'll tell you.
Just as it was to.d to me.

the letter was written for the

iin

C

Young Men's
Suits

Closing quotath ns Received by Levy
Bios., Corres xmdent for IOgan
& Bryan. Harnett Building.

INFANCY AND ACE

BY

1L

LICTTER ANSWERED
"Alexander F, McAllister, county

'

TUESDAY, OCT.24, 1905.

MARKET REPORT

CITIZEN

his venom, and he selected The Citizen and the Messrs.
Bird and Ling of Arizona and Rodey of .Vw Mexico as
the objects of his Ire.
Probably the best remembered story of the Ajax ot
olden time, is that one perpetuated in a picture,
the
and named "Ajax Defying the Lightning."
mighty man of war got mad at something and went out
shook his fist at the light-ninInto a storm,
and dared It to trlke him. Perhaps, It was this incident which led McAllister to assume the name. The
thunders rolled and the lightning flashed, but Great Jove
Greek. So Messrs.
paid no attention to the
Ling, Bird and- Rodey may pay no attention to McAllister; but if they shall conclude to strike, may the Lord
nave mercy on him. There will be nothing left but the
name and the office.
Of The Citizen McAllister sayss You and the rest
of your territorial pres have'followed in the same lines.
"A New Mormon State," "Mormon Hierarchy," and '"Officeholders League," etc. This was the hue and cry you
raised in the campaign against statehood for Arizona.
You had not the generosity to let us work out our own
salvation nor the courage to say, "Iyet the people of
declare at the polls their sentiments as to their admission as a separate state.'" You raise the bugaboo ot
Mormon predominence if granted separete statehood,
etc.
Every statement in this charge Is an absolute and
unmitigated falsehood, as every reader of The Citizen
This paper never raised hue and cry
well knows.
against statehood for Arizona and not one line can be
produced from its utterance which can be so interpreted.
We have advocated the submission, of the question to
the people of Arizona at tbe polls, and have condemned
the Phoenix movement because It proposes to have the
bill for Joint admission killed In congress, thus prevent
ine Its submission to the people. Neither have we rais
ed the bugaloo of Mormon predominance, as a perusal
of our pages will fall to show anything whatever which
can be so construed. The fact la that The Citizen has
had but HtUe to, say concerning the statehood controver
sy In Ariria, limiting Itself almost exclusively to copy
ing some It the utterances of the Arizona papers on the
subject; acd even this has been done quite sparingly.
If McAllister is not a reader of The Citizen, accord
Ing to what law of God or man does he presume to tell
the public what The Citizen has said and done? If he Is
a reader of The Citizen, then is he one of those careful
penurious people who read a paper which some one else
has paid for; because It has been several years since the
name of Sandy McAllister appeared on The Citizen list

CITIZRN

KVILNING

SPRINGS

the

202 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

STAGE LINE

States mall;

United

only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 6 a. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble &
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
U. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
Gentral Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS

Special sale of One Bath Robe
Blankets, Just tbe thing for your winter Bath Robe. Choice, 2 each. See
window
display at the Golden Rule
Dry Goods company.
See the window display of the Rio
Orande Woolen Mills at the Globe
store, then ask for those $3.60 walking skirts.
Don't wait for an explosion cook
with gas the humane way.
papa bought a
"Mother was
range.
--

Citizen want ads get the business.
Try one.

Third and Marquette

Both Phones

I

The St. Elmo
1,1

whhkiti
WInes.Brandlsx.Etc,

JOSEPH BARNETT, Props,

120 West Railroad Arrnite

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

f
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EXCLUSION ACT IS

OFFICIAL PROCEEDINGS OF BIG

LST

FAIR MEETING

FRUIT FOR CHINESE

NIGHT

.

n.-u-c

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

TO GRAND JURY

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

for Must Answer for Assault
All Celestials Returning to
With Intent to Murder
Flowery Kingdom.
Salvador Garcia.

Elected President, B. Spitz Vice
President, D. S. Rosenwald Secretary, and
J. B. Herndon Treasurer.

Minutcs cd the mectins of subscribers, executive committee md oir.cers.
of the twenty-fiftterritorial fiir,
held over ZeUer's rate last evening.
Novemlx r 23:
In the absence of the president,' V.
II. Greer, the meet in whs called to
order by W. T. McCreiKht, chairman
of the executive committee D. K. II.
Sellers, secret u:v.
The minutCB of the lut meeting
were read and adopted.
The meeting was called for the purpose of providing for the deficit of
the last two fais.
jun t ire the secretary
At this
I
the influence of
arose and
those present, for a few ;.; micnl::, to
explain his position rrlatrt? to the
published censures of the investigating committee, duly reported at the
previous meeting, and concluded his
remarkB with a suggestion, that complimentary tickets for the year 13nG
be abolished; that a committee he
to visit all those su'.ocribers,
who, this year, asked tor complimentary tickets, and sell then) a cr
responding number of season tickets,
good for the 19i6 fair, at the price of
$4 per ticket, good for one admission,
it being estimated that 1.3iK) complimentary admissions passed through
the gates this year, and if 1.200 of
these same parties would now purchase season tickets for next year, in
lieu of the complimentaries. they had
heretofore asked for, enough would be
raised to pay the deficit of the last
two fairs.
Mr. Macpheraon. chairman of the Investigating committee, stated, on the
conclusion of Mr. Sellers' talk, that
the committee had no apologies to
make for its report, which was based
upon facts and figures, as presented
to the committee.
On motion of Dave Weinman, seconded and carried, a test vote was
taken relative as to how many present would be willing to purchase as
many complimentary tickets as they
asked for, during tne last fair, ant,
at the same time subscribe as nnteh
for the next fair as they otherwise
would. The motion was carried unanimously.
At this point, .1. II. Rutherford
arose, and made a proposition to give
60 per cent of the first year's premiums, on the policies issued by him or
his local agents in this territory, on
account of the Indiana State Life Insurance company, to the fair association, for the purpose of paying the deficit. Mr. Rutherford also stated that
he would make his proposition In writing, and that the president of the fair
association would be permitted to designate the bank in which all the premiums on the policies issued, would
be deposited, and after deducting M
per cent for the account of tle 'fair
association.. the other, 5U jer .cgjjt,to
be paid over to Mr. Rutherford.
This being merely a proposition offered, Wallace Hesselden made-- ' a
seconded by Ernest Myers, that
the meeting iiroceed to elect officers
for the ensuing year, which was carried.
Messrs. O. N. Marron and Jacob
Weinman were both nominated and
both declined. Felix Lester then nominated G. L. Brooks, and .Mr. Marron
moved that the nomination be mai"
unanimous, which was carried by acclamation.
Mr. Marron then nominated Dave
IV
S. Rosenwald for secretary and
Spitz moved that the nominations be
closed, and Mr. Rosenwald be elected
by acclamation.
Carried.
Ernest Myers nominated J. H.
Herndon- for treasurer. A motion was
made that his election be made unanimous and was carried. Mr. Spitz wa?s
nominated for vice president, and,
upon motion, elected unanimously.
Upon motion, duty seconded and
carried, the new president and secretary were Instructed to appoint their
own executive committee.
On motion of Dave Weinman, duly
s
seconded and carried, the present
were requested to serve until
their successors had accepted.
Upon motion, Mr. Spitz, seconded
by Mr. Myers, moved that Mr. Rutherford's proimsltion be submitted to
the new officers for acceptance or
but upon the offer of an
amendment by Oakey Clifford, seconded by Mr. Marron, (hat the prop

.

Uncle Sam Pays Freight

BrooKs

G. L.

EGGLESTON HELD

osition be accepted then and there,
without further delay, Messrs. Spits
Myers
an
withdrew their motion,
and lie amendment was carried.
Uon motion, duly seeoaded and
eai.'.e.l. the Keeretaiy was requested
to Ctst tlie unanimous vote of 'he association, thanking
Mr. Rnthir.cr'
for bis proposition, and the vd i ot
the seen ;ary was no recorded.
Hy me ion of Mr. Spitz, seconded
l:y Vr. .icsenwald, the suggestion of
.V .'
of
T8 relative to the sale
ickets was adopted, and thej
set
comnmui was appointed by the chair
to solicit
the sale of same. Mr.
McCreight appointed all fur ofl'.iers
f the l'.'iHi fair and the same oliicers
of the 1D05 fair, consisting of Messrs.
U. f.. lirooks, H. iSpltx, Dave Kosen- wald. J. 15. Herndon. W. II. Greer,
George Arnot and I). K. II. Sellers.
Mr. Gtinsul made a motion, which
was secondi-- j i,y Mr. Clifford and
rl.'.l, liiat the new officers be In
structed to enter Into a written agreement with the owners of the fair
grounds, relative to concessions,' privileges, and all other matters pertaining thereto that may be of Interest to
the association during the year 1900.
There being no further business, the
meeting adjourned.
1

i
j

SEVEN DEPORTED FROM TERRITORY

RESULT

Apparently, the Chinese exclusion
act is becoming a very expensive
proposition for Uncle Sam. Not only
does it necessitate the expense
of
maintaining
a strong
cordon of
guards along the Mexican and Canadian borders and inspectors at all
.im ports, but it incurs the expense
of demnMng all Celeitlals found within tin' im- - lers of this country, who are
here lileg : 'v. and so wise have become the i 'dentals of the bordering
countries, t' t when they want to return to thi :r mother country, they
come to t'.u United States and make
it a business to fall into the hands of
he government officials, for no other
purpose than to get free transportation home. This practice Is being
worked by the Chinese of Mexico tt
a queen's taste. '
On November 1. United States Marshal C. M. Foraker, of New Mexico,
will be called upon to deport seven
Chinamen from within this territory
alone. Four of these have been ordered deported from Las Cruces and
the other three have been given a like
decree from the United States commissioner's court at Doming. Of
these seven, the authorities are almost certain Ihat three are desirous
of a free ride to China, and fell into
the hands of G. G. Gonzales, an officer stationed seven mlleg from
El
iaso on the El Paso & Southwestern
railroad, for no other purpose than
to be deported. Mr. Gonzales also
has the credit of capturing the dther
four that are decreed to be deported
on November 1.
Three other Chinamen captured recently on the Mexican border, are
held in the southern part of the territory pending trial for deportation.
The government pays the transporta-- i
tion companies full fare for all of its
Chinese guests, and any one versed In
computing mileage on land and sea
may easily seo the luxury of the present Chinese exclusion act.

This morning before Justice o! the
Peace Jose Miguel Chaves, of precinct
13, Old Albuquerque, Claude Kggles-- j
ton, who was arrested Sun hj and
lodged in the county Jail charged with
snooting Salvador Garcia I'l.nng a
light between two bunting parties in
Uear Canyon early Sunday lrorning,
was given a preliminary heai ing.
Eggleston, who was represented by
Attorney W. li. Cliilders, waived a preliminary examination and w:is hound
over to await the action of the March
term of the grand Jury on tin charge
of assault with Intent to murder. 1 is
bond was placed at $1,000 which he
failed to give and was remanded to
Jail. Kggieston thinks he will be able
to raise the amount of the bond.
Salvador Garcia, the victim of the
trouble, was represented by Attorney
Felix Baca. Attorney Haca informed
the court that his client was Mill In
a serious condition, but wouhl probably survive his wounds, although the
wound In the arm was of such a nature that It might render It practically
useless.
Weir, Garcia's companion, was released, as was also Bone, Lucero and
Ed Cramer, other members of the two
hunting parties engaged in the trouble. Weir was represented hy Attorney O. N. Marron.

i

They Will Accept.
"They wiJl accept," said a
citizen today, In talking about
the new fair officials elected at last
night s rousing meeting. A committee of citizens called on Mr. Itrooks,
who was elected president, at noon
today, and the gentleman, in a few
pointed words, said "he would feel
ashamed to now withdraw his name,"
but, without giving a positive answer,
said "he would take the matter under
advisement," and, of course, as his
friends ail know, he will hand down a
"tavorable opinion."
ft is learned this afternoon, from a
reliable source, that Mr. Rosenwald
will accept the secretaryship, and that
B. Spitz will not fly the track as vice
president.
There is no doubt whatever about GRAND JURY MAY BE PROBING
He will remain as
Mr. Herndon.
CHARGES OF LAND FRAUDS
All these gentlemen arc
trensurer.
thorough business men, and they wlil
do all in their power to clear up the
The federal officials of the Pecos
deficit and make the next fair "the valley are getting busy with transgressors
ever."
best
of the United States laws
in that district.
The United Staites
BOWMAN-LECER10MJPTIAIS
grand Jury of the Fifth judicial district, which convened at Roswell on
This afternoon at 1:30 o'clock at the ICth of the month, Is still In sesr
manse, 115 South sion, and
the Presbyterian
witnesses have
Walter street. Rev. H. A. Cooper thus far been called before It, and It
joined In marriage Miss Helen
is more than likely that the session
of Prescott, Ariz., and Mr. Geo. will continue until the last of the
C. Bowman of this city. The bride week, and that the number of witcame to Albuquerque some three nesses will reach close to 100.
The nature of the cases which are
weeks ago from Prescott and has been
a house guest at the home of George consuming so much time arrd necessiprominent
of
a
is
tating
P. Learnard.
6he
such a large number of wit
.....
nesses are unknown here, but It is
Arizona family.
Mr. Bowman, the groom, wars" for- understood that some, charges of land
merly deputy internal revenue col- frauds in the Pecos valley are' import
lector for Arizona, but Is now locat- ant cases coming: under the probe.
ed in Albuquerque, being a member
of the real estate firm of D. J. Ran- WILL READ A PAPER BEFORE
kin & Co. He is the owner of
AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS
considerable valuable real estate in
Albuquerque.
The marriage of Mr. Bowman will
F. A. Jones, the mining engincome as quite a surprise to his many eer,Dr. left
this morning for the White
who
will
extend
In
city
friends
this
Oaks district in Lincoln county, where
congratulations.
he will study the mining industry of
general way.' The
SIMPLE. REMEDY FOR CATARRH. thRt district in a go
to El Paso and
doctor will then
Just Breathe Hyomel Four Time a from
there he wlil go to the Lordsburg
Day and Be Cured.
almost district in Grant county.
Hyomei
performed
has
Through these periodical trips the
miraculous cures of catarrh, and Is ("octor
informed on
today recognized toy leading members mining la able to keep
in every part of the
of the medical profession as the only territory.conditionspresent
trip is being
The
advertised remedy that can be relied
upon to do Just wnat it claims. The made for the purpose of getting statis
complete outfit of Hyomel costs 11.00, tics upon which to compile a paper,
he Is to read on mining in New
and consists of an inhaler, a, medicine which
Mexico before the American Mining
dropper and a bottle of Hyomei.
which meets in El Paso in
Breathe Hyomel through the in- Congress,
November. Dr. Jones has a commishaler for a few minutes, four times sion
from the United States governa day, and it will cure the worst case
to the American Mining Conof catarrh. It soothes and heals the ment
gress, as well as representing Bermucous membrane of the air
prevents Irritation and effects nalillo county as a delegate.
a complete and lasting cure.
In Albuquerque theie are scores of INMATES OF HOP JOINT
well known' people who have been
ASSESSED SMALL FINE
cured of catarrh by Hyomel. If It
does not cure you J. H. O'Rielly & Co.,
will return the money you pay for Hy- ERSTWHILE
OPIUM
SMOKERS
omel. This is the strongest evidence
COUGH UP $10 EACH IN POLICE
TOCOURT
DULL
BUSINESS
that can be offered as their faith in
DAY.
the remedy.
well-know- n

N
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SHOOTING

QUALITY SIIOKS

Seasonable Styies

Autumn styles ef "Queen Quality" Shoes exhibit.
Special
feature
throughout. New designs, new heels, new edge effects, have been added
and the assortment now presents an unusually complete range of stylet,
from which to make a selection. Patent Leather, for dress and semi-dres- s.
Gunmetal and Kid for general wear, In Blucher, Button and
Lace designs, are all represented; perfect In fit, luxuriously comfortable
ana economically priced.

SUNDAY

j

$3.00 and $3. SO

Women's
and Children's
Felt Shoes

A very fine assortment
of
weather wear,
i .
j ,

1

TFE KENNEDY

FOR THE BABY

A

TRIAL

Leg-erto-

"

-

otf!-cer-

ZUN1 MOUNTAIN RAILWAY
IS EXTENDING

ITS LINES

Major G. II. Pradt, for thirty years
a surveyor at laguna, was In the city
this morning en route to Santa Fe,
where land matters call his1 attention.
Major Pratt is now engaged as
glneer for the American Lumber com
pany. In the timber, and at present is
engaged in running the lines for the
Ziinl mountain railway, the American
Lumber company's logging rortd. The
road extends out from the Santa Fe
at Thoreau and consists of about sixteen miles of main lino and eight
miles of latterals. This mileage will
be Increased during the next couple of
months about ten miles. The corn-payl8 now engaged in taking otit as
good timber as it has In the Zunl
mountain tract, according to Mr.

n

Pradt

PRINCESS ALICE

.'

v--

v

'j6

'

v

1

OF DELIGHTFUL

E

MRS. WALTON

ENTtRTAINS FRIENDS

FRIENDS GATHER AT HER HOME'
AND HELP CELEBRATE
HERj This
,at her home n
BIRTHDAY ANNIVERSARY.
We.-- t
Tie r.is avenue. Mrs. W. Y. Wal-ti'i- i
i nt'T'aim
dht r lady aciiu'iihtances
The Nash home on Wet Itailroad
avenue was the scene nf a delightful of twenty veais ao in Allniiieriue,
surprise party lat n'ght given Mrs. and a telephone message, received at
Nash by her friends in honor of her this office at 4 o'clock ,ave out the
unnivcr.-ary- .
birthday
During the informal ion tlnil each and every one
course of the ceuiug Mrs. Nash was of the ladies present had a most depresented with an ' It hiiI cut glass lightful time. It was an unique affair,
set as a birthday present.
Among although a birthday anniversary, and
those present weie:
Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Walton saw to it that her guests
C. A. Hudson, Mr. and Mrs. Carl
vere well entertained. The lady was
Mr. and Mrs. I. H. Cox, Mr and the recipient of Severn', pretty gifls.
Mr D K 11 Sellers and Mr and Mrs. The invited guests w re: Mesdiiiiies
K. II Kent. W. If. Ch
i:. H. ilarsch.
leis, It. W. I).
liryau. H. S. llodev, A. M Codding! on,
One of the nicest p;a i s in the city .1 i:. Saint, A. I. Mdlov. Albert (iruns-feld- .
K. W. Dot. son
is the pool hail. No. 11 j West itailv
(ieoige II.
road avenue-Call and enjov your- and W. t Ilaael liii'
K' freshnn nts
self.
ere Served.
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Here is u profile photoyia;ih of Al- - nil and l.y far i;,i re attractive pose
U "sll;ll!-1aU'"'
0
ice Koo.evilr. who has just arrived i from Wlil:'1
is attractive In cau.-e- ,
perhaps, it is
home fr.,iu the tar ea.-- t.
It shows the natural, the pieiuiv l.einK from a snap- 0
Wliite Houe young laily in a differ- - I shot.
v

.

-

I

Contracts taken for Cement Stone Houses and foundations,
A house built of tins material is warmer in winter unit cooler
in
summer than a brick house, an is cheaper than j;ood brick.
Foundations for frame houses cheaper than common
rubble
t
'lie. Let me figure with you. Drop a card and I will call.
CORNER WALTER ANO SANTA FK mTRCCTm

F a h ft r

Albert

Southwestern

0

305 Railroad Avenge

T

Electric & Construction Co.
Electrical Pumping Plants
Of Every Description
Agent for the Crocker-Wheele- r
Dynamo and
Motors.
Store and Residence Wl
ing a Specialty. , All'
work fully guaranteed.
Agent for the celebraTed"
"Oyrofan." See them
In European Hotel Res-

AVE.

taurant.

We give ticket for the
Piano Contest.
Member National Electrical Contractor' Association.
218 SOUTH SECOND 8T.

Elks'OperaHouse
SATURDAY,
OCTOBER

The Colorado Telephone Co.
Room

$t

1S

o

Our price are the lowest.'

Eyesight Specialist,
President of New Mexico Board of
Optometry.
First established optician in New
Mexico. Glasses fitted for poor sight,
headache and nervous strain.
Office Itoom 9, Whiting block. Appointments
made at Vann'a drug
store.

18,

N. T. Armijo Building.

Do you realize that you can get
modern telephone service today for
what you are paying for Inferior service?

ANNUAL TOUR

The only long distance transmitter
and tecelvers; wall or deBk sets; long
time contracts, as you wish; lowest

OF

The Dainty Comedienne,

rates.

CAROL ARDEN

OUR COAL YARD
Is chock full of coal that will gladden

I'aul Wilstach's Comedy of the South, your heart and warm your bouse when
It's cohi. Fill your bins for next winter now, and avoid the rush,

ill, Primrose
Select Company of players.
Original Complete Production, and
Accessories.
EVERYTHING CARRIED
COM-PLET-

Management of

LOOK!

American Jliock Coal, the best Gallup
mined; Ceriillos Lump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes of hard coal.
WOOD1
Wood, J3 full load. Green
Mill Wood, I2.25 full load.
Eureka White Lime.
HAHN'S COAL YARD,
Auto. 'Phone, 416.
Colo. 'Phone, 45.

V.
lyl

Factory

D. L. WILLIAMSON.

50c, 75c and $1.
irs on fale Thursday,
at Matron's hook fctore.

m

ALL THE GIRLS

October
LIKIO

ALMOND HKNZOIN AND WITCH HAZKL
CKKAM.
IT'S Till: l!KST i'H l'A' KATK IN MADK FOR KF.F.1'-INSMOOTH,
WI1ITK AND SOFT. SOLD
TIIK KACi: AND HANDS
(H it

HKCAFSK
DNI.Y

HIIuflflD

0
0

ew de-

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows

Kr-s-

0OOOOOOOiOO ooooo
I D. E. CUVINGEK,

;6on,

In

a full line of

S. T. VANN, o. o.

(lil-ma-

i

And also

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

af'.-niooi-

I iV

.:r the Fall
0

Refrigerator
$9
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil 8tove... .$6.75
$8 China Tea Sets . ..
$
40c China Salad Bowls
25c
Decorated Haviland China, at 20
per cent discount.
25c
75c Glasa Berry 8et
20o
35o Glass Water Pitchers
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$1.25
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
$3.25
$1 Steam Cereal Cooker
65c
40c
50c Steam Egg Poacher
$10.60
$12.50 Buggy Harness

IN

SIRPRI

sign

Special Prices
On the Following

MRS. M. NASH RtCIPiENT

fe.

are showini
and Winter

Curtains, Portieres and Draperies

IllllSil.

.',

v..

$1.50 per pair.

Offer to supply you with anything In
our line, at prices that are fair and
square, and w are now making

seti-atio-

.

very

Carpets, Rugs, Matting, Linoleum,

;

)

a

Grey;

pretty and nobby house
hoe, In all sizes, at

1

ppec-IUI0-

OF

ural

We

AND RAILROAD
AT THE ELKS' OPERA HOUSE ON FOURTH ST.
OCTOBER
28.
SATURDAY NIGHT,

s

i

In Navy Blue and Nat-

Women's and Children's
Lcgglns In Greatest Variety

mm

FLAVOR

Thomas and Fay Howard, a couple
hailing from Deadwood, S. I)., who
were arrested on Sunday night in a
raid made by the police on a hop Joint
on North Third street, were given a
hearing yesterday afternoon before
They were
Police Judge Crawford.
found guiity of smoking opium and
each fined $lo, which they paid and
were discharged.
The police docket today was somewhat light. Two vags w re arraignMiss Carol Ardeii maUes a delighted and were released uihmi promise fully puzzling beii'ity through mt the
thai they would eilher go to work or
the looker-onTlormance and l:e
bi' the road.
irt to
and in'eiesiei from
aini.

AN UNIQUE PICTURE

and Clack.
Fur Trimmed, In all
sizes, at $1.25 per pair.

We

LOVE STORY OF

"Polly Primrose," which is to be at
Elks' opera house on Seturday, October 28, Is a love story of war flavor
just as one pleases. Its author has
succeeded In blending the two elements with a very dcligli.tui anil captivating play.
The play is la;d in that pnrt of
Washington nearest to the Virginian
border line, and has to do with the excitements that stirred bo national
capital at the time Lee ai planning
his descent upon it. "Polly's" father
i
a southern colonel, and plots that
are expected to assist Lee in his plans
nr. arrat'ged ti.ider his roof.
1 here arc
bie a:i nima.-- of tples
to keep the household and the
h3 well lu a sl.ltn of iM'Wll.ler-nien- t
and excitement. 'Tolly's'' taunting of a favored guest, who owns to
sympathies, i :r:i 's ,i sUein
ni.r'he-- n
the
of ri rcshlng comedy thron'i
'i
of ilie piece; net
nnrliai
( i.'jiii'i :i,e.;i
l'i 'he I'l.l.ii man in the
end furnishes an. at mnsphere of pleasing romance to tin- pl;iv.

WEAR

Felt Juliets, Black
Fur Trimmed; very neat.
Slzea 5 to 8, for $1 per
pair. Size 8'a to 11, for
$1.15 per pair.

0

.

WAR

CHILDREN'S

Red

Felt Juliets

In Brown

AT LAS CRUCES

Special to The Citizen.
Las Cruces, N. M., Oct. 24 The
murder trial of Mark Kennedy has
been on here for the past few days.
District Attorney Holt began his address to the Jury at 10 o'clock yesterday and continued up till 1 In the afternoon.
J. S. Fielder followed, and late in
the afternoon Attorney Waddill addressed the Jury.
The instructions of the court were
to either find defendant guLty of murder in the first degree or not guilty.
W. E. Martin and lsidro Arinijo acted as special interpreters.
Large crowds attended the trial dally, especially ladies.
The jury was out all of last night,
and at 8:30 this morning returned a
verdict of not guiity. Kennedy was
not released, and may be tried on the
same charge for the killing of Rodriguez.

Shoes for cold

VJomen's

Hi!

MURDER

House

FOP

Very neat Felt Juliets;
color, Red, trimmed with
White Pur; sizes 1 to 5,
for only 60o per pair.

fifty-foti-

motion,

paqc five.

Will

G

HV

O. H.

First St. and Gold Ave.

SffOGS

A CO.
Props. Alvarado Pharmacy.

Both Phones.

The Cleaner

your CARI'KT,
all
and WINIX)W CLKAN-IXG- ,
your stove, at
aiul

do

Hol'Si;

0

dix-io-

per hour.
the rate cf i"
Phone Red, 271.
Auto, 630.
311 North Seventh Street 31
1

0

0

Auto nhoue.

31G.

Hell nhone. 115.

A. EJORDERSf

Iiesldenca

Auto

unrl Director

Black or White Hearse, $5.00.

phone, No.

SS

nd Emholmer

Commercial Club Building.
CITY UNDERTAKER.

q
A

0
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IVailro&d Topics

that time the Rock Island has operated trains on the Golden State schedule, Imt the limited features have
The Chicago
St.'
been removed.
lmls and the California specials Ifave
been the names conferred UKn the
o do tut nny ti
trains, which have been doing service during the summer months, In rniitlnnlng U "
place of the rtrue Golden Styte Lim- lhtn n my fn
morning. H"(
ited, tbo train of quality.
Although a month In advance, tlje
Fr'l
Golden State equipment Is In the Chicago shops of the Rock Island, under
going a complete, overhauling. When
f
the equipment Issues from the shops,
reevery
In
resplendent
It will .e B3
spect as the day that It made Its inJNw
itial run over the road.

PIC3PLE

1

' 'WV.

,,ul

1
nl rpmninm1iti(
I

TUESDAY, OCT. 24, 1905.

tflfeL

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
.. f,f tti. tti
roads entering El Paso with the ex,, l
fln wh'n
n hm
ri
t
A.
to
ft
BETWEEN
Pacific.
chance
fcftve
recommend
passenger agent at Ei Paso for the ception of the Southern
Wittrn, 74 F.im St., Now ark, N. J,
Santa Fe, was looking after business W. Creesman. general Agent for the
SE1C6ND
STREETS
Southern Pacific, believes that the
In Albuquerque today.
Southern Pacific traffic offices at San
announce rates
Traveling Engineer John A. Una, Francisco will soon the
The Dowels
congress.
for
this
citv
of
west
In
city
Vegas,
Ijh
arrived
last
the
of
V0
night and spent today Inspecting San)s)Y
Mex.,
Chlhuatiua,
reached
News
has
shops.
Ke
engines
at the local
ta
thst the progressive people of the
CANOYCATrUMTIC
of genora and Pel Rio, Texas,
V. D. McFerran, the Wells. Fargo towns
$imi.(mm
gold to assubscribed
lave
agent,
who
Express company' route
Mexico & Orient A BABY GIRL DIES ON
City,
sist
Kansas
ihe
SALT LAKE TRAIN
went north the other evening, was at railroad as an Inducement to have the
I,ns Vegas yesterday on business.
Lane,
the
Essie
places.
Tbis
read pass tn'OiFb thi'.e
PaHMM- - Pntonl Tat flood rn Onofl,
! I .
r.r Orl. NIC K.V. Mtc. Never
r
en the 'noposed Mexico City "sbo't daughter of George E. Lane, Jr., died KT-old In bulk. 'Hi" L"'itilnfl tMtlr Htnmietl COO.
Jas. E. Preston, commercial apent islinr,"
ymr
now being su.veyed fro;n ia.i on a train. She had been ill for three tiarntned
monT back.
to cure or
of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Anelo, l'p.as, to connect with the days, and a change for the worse beSterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 505
railway ,who Is located at IVnver, Mexican International at Eagle Pass. came ao pronounced that the young ANNUALSALE,
AS
TENJAILLION BOXES
was in Farmington looking after the This line will shorten the distance be- parents Ixiarded a Salt Lake train for
V V
Interests of his road in that section.
X X X X X X
tween Kansas City and Mexico City San Bernardino, to consult a phy- X X X-o
sician. Between Victorvllle and Sum M
4oo miles.
7
Reports from Guam, on the Santa about
1 1
mit death came to the lit tie sufferer
r
TTi
Fe Pacific, are to the effect that a GOULD ROADS LEAVING
I cKKIIUixlAL
in ber mother's arms. The Journey M
1UI 1L3 V
0
heavy snow has fallen in that vicinity
WELLS-FARGOUT una finished, but Instead of going to
r
H
(luring the past twenty-fouhours.
office,
the
doctor's
tho
Wells-Fargcontracts
x x x- -x -- x- x x x x x X
This Is the first snowfall of the year onAs fast as
went to Mrs. Lane's parents,
the Gould lines expire, the Globe parent's
B. Gibson, In San
In western New Mexico.
II.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Express company will succeed the
Is the night new MATRON FOR
Today the Bernardino. Mr. Gibson yards
booking clerks California corporation.
The Swiss
of the
EDDY COUNTY HOSPITAL.
Pa- inspector In the local
company
Western
the
Globe
and
.
.
nave Just been provided with ma.....
con- Santa Ke. at that place, while the
signed
company
a
railway
cific
chines for measuring the height of tract giving the former exclusive ch Id's father, Mr Lane was formerly
,
ne
Carls.
.
.
.
.
.
., '
children traveling over their roads. rights on the new road from Salt chief clerk to Master
and have been told that all children Lake to San Francisco.
in the shops at the same place but Is
over three feet tall must, pay full fare.
now agent for the Salt Lake at Dag- - of lMrg
,,
nng devel.
the
Soon, it is stated, the Globe comruiod tntn a flrut rlf4(L n at ii t inn nnil
get
Rio Grande Westpany
will
the
Ar;hur B. Faulkey, the Santa Fe ern' from Wells-Fargo- .
will
Gould
fireman who was seriously Injured, give the company contracts on his
Mar 27th. while his engine was taking road.
iYiut,M Mua
uei o.utxAuo nintlUon ranks with the best Mi New
wafer at Rinron, N. M., was given a
The Erie railroad has arranged for Mexco
verdict for $10,000 in the federal court SALT LAKE'S SOLID
.
the immediate expenditure of $225,000
Wednesday.
THROUGH PULLMAN TRAIN for the Installation of the most mod- - NOTED RANCH RESORT
,
NEAR LAS VEGAS SOLD.
and efficient railway signal that,
The equipment of this train will be em yet
The E; Taso Railway Journal says:
has
been put on the market. It is
j. B fiinnPr, vice president of the
Engineer W. J. Clark, who came the very best and latest turned out known as the Hall electric semaphore
- Wenneker Candy company, of
through here about ix months ago, liy the Pullman shops, said Mr. Peck. normal clear system, and Is operated Blnnke
hig Ron
Pfircy j.
accompanying his mother to Albu- There will be a combination buffet, by stationary storage batteries. The Ht Lo8
liave become the sole own- querque for her health, left Thursday haggage and dynamo car; from which line between Bergen, N. J., and Mid- - Farmer
Ono Cent Per Word for Each Insertions
er of thp uomero ranch resort near
power for electric lights will be
to again take his old position at Pu- the
sixty-eigh- t
i aa veeas.
where one of the lareest
suplied to the whole train. There dletown, a distance of
Ta
proper
bCT
claitlflcatlo
adt for this clina mutt be la tbe office before 3 e'clocfc
eblo, Mexico.
at once.
sanitariums in New Mexico has been
will be three standard sleepers of the miles, is to be equipped
p. a. Ada phoned receive the tame careful etteatioa tlut Is (tvea ( ads broaibt to oUlce.
thirty-twYor
miles
the
the
first
rrpBt(,,i
mitP,i
estate.
Snanlsh
.George Arnot, general manager for new type with ten sections and two signals will be put
s
of a Mr. farmer purchased from Dr. F. W.
two tourist cars, and
Gross, Kelly & Co., has gone to Chica- stateroomsa each, car.
apart;
for
FOUND.
of the tils-- , Sewnrd, owner of Interpines, Goshen,
the
mile
rest
WANTED
'
mall
go to attend the national rate confer- possibly
tance, alout one and
miles N y. HI son, Dr. Farmer, will be
WANTED Clean rags.) inquire at FOUND Engineer's
clearance pap
solid between apart.
ence ,as a delegate from New Mexico. LosThis train will run
require five power manaeer ,f the resort.
ers, bearing name of George Hol-maThe Citizen office.
Angeles and Chicago, with the plants It will
Tfie conference will begin on October
for charging the batteries,
Owner can have same by apWANTED 'Three palntera, highest
26, and will discuss freight regulation exception of the car which will be which will be located at Rutherford BAPTIST MINISTER AT
plying at this office and paying for
possibly
Denver,
and
off
switched
for
C.
A.
Hudson.
wageB.
and allied matters.
ALAMOGORDO RESIGNED.
a car for Milwaukee. Jt wilt be a Junction, Rldgewood Junction,
this notice.
WANTED Girl to assist with cook
fern, Oxford, and Middletown.
Rev. C. It. Taylor, pastor of the Bap- no
through
will
make
local
and
train
housework,
Ing
315
South
Third
and
There was another reduction on the
nan
i uc iiur iu
imnruu-st rhiirch hr.rp hna res ifnert. savs
stations.
Co
street.
engineers' board, at Needles, last stops except at mImportant
and four tracks at different places, tne Alamogordo Nows. ' His reslgna- m
If you art too fat It is because your food WANTED First class coat maker. on Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
week, and several men who have been
ann
18 me most congesieu pare or tne tlon was naniU.(l n Wednesday nlgnt.
strength.
turns to fat Instead of muscle
,
running engines for the past year, INJURIES TO PASSENGERS
Wm. Olaesner, No. 208 West Gold Wagons and other Chattels; also on
iiiim-iiua iiianua. t
not Bvn who will succeed Mr If you are too lean the fat producing foods
WHILE ALIGHTING r.uu 8yBein.
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE
were put back to firing temporarily.
avenue.
uiocK, wnicn is a lower wnn signals Tavlor as pastor
Baptist
of the
digested
not
and
properly
you
eat
are
a
that
provides
Georgia
A
statute
that
CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
The present lull In business is the
operated by a tower man, has been ch,irch .nor has Mr .Taylor announced assimilated.
chlldrena'
WANTED
Plain
sewing:
railroad company shall be liable to used as a block protection, but is has .just wheri. h(J w.iU K0 u is th0ught
cause of this reduction.
clothing a specialty, No. 519 West as $200.00. Loans are Quickly made
Lean, thin, stringy people do not hare
damages for Injuries to passengers
One
Time:
and strictly private.
ueemeu i 10 nibiaii an uiuu-- . lnat ))e w i;I (!nter missionary work, enough Pepsin in the stomach, while fat
Railroad avenue.
Effective November 1, A. B. Smith, caused by the running of the locomo- matic system for further protection, Mr Tayl)r las ,,. with the Bap-an- people have too much Pepein end net WANTED Boarders with rooms, cor month to one year given. Goods re
by
company,
or
your
cars
of
In
the
possession. Our rates
superintendent of construction of the tives or
to accelerate the movement of tlBit chr(-of this place for a
ner of Third street and Mountain main
enough Pancreatine.
are reasonable. Call and see us beThe new system will grad-- : i,..r nt .,gro m,,i hna l.onn n i,nrrt
Great Northwestern Telegraph com- and person in the employ of the comO.
H.
road.
Eckers.
pany,
borrowing.
fore
unless ordinary care and dill uaily be extended over the entire worker for the upbuilding of that
pany at Toronto, Canada, has been apsafe,
WANTED A second hand
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO- pointed general manager of the tele- gence is shown. In the case of the line.
very
resignation
i.fnch
is
church.
I!U
700
pounds.
500
weighing
to
from
company
&
Georgia
Steamship
Railway
Electric
tickets to and from all
GOOD FUTURE IN
graph department of the Grand Trunk
by
regretted
all the members of the
Inquire at this office.
parts of the world.
RAILROAD BUSINESS church.
Pacific, with headquarters at Mon- vs. Reeves (51 Southeastern Rep. 61$)
fur- WANTED A live or
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
where a woman was injured while
treal.
Is a better future today for
and
location
state
nished
house;
315 West Railroad Ave.
transferring from one car to another an"There
HONOR
WHOM
TO
young
man who is not
ambitious
price. Address, L. M. Bentz, City.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
In a decision by the Shelby circuit on a parallel track because of a sud afraid to work, and is willing to learn
HONOR IS DUE.
digestive
juices
are
all
that
sontalne
the
Open Evenings.
court, of Kentucky., the Louisville & den jerk and the extinguishing of the the railway business from the gorund
The reading loving public of Ala found in a healthy stomach, and In WANTED A boy about 17 or 18 years
of age, to work in billiard hall, inNashville railroad la ordered to oper- - lights, Is was held that the statutory up, than there has been at any time mogordo are Indebted to the El- Paso exactly those proportions necessary to
MERCHANT"
TAILORING
quire at 115 West Railroad avenue.
& Southwestern officials, also those
are local trains on the Shelbyville cut presumption of negligence aros'j. In within my recollection."
enable the stomach and digestive organs
off from that city to Christlanbure. juries cause by the "running of the
An official of the Union
Pacific of the Alamogordo Lumber company, to digest and assimilate all foods that may WANTED Ladies to bring their hair
The line was leased to the Chesa- cars" Is not confined to a collision made the foregoing statement while for donations by means of which the be eaten. Kodol i not only a perfect
work to Mrs. H. E. Rutherford. All UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
ith a person on a track.
peake & Ohio, and was used only for
This digestant, but it it a reconstructive, tie-s- ue
kinds done to order. 113 Iron ave
commenting on the successful career public library is maintained.
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM
nue
action on the
of a comparatively young man who generous,
luiuugn irains.
building tonio as well. Kodol cures
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
.
.
I
T"
part
I!
ENGINEER'S WIFE IS
ceracting
.u
c
Cm...
Is
the
of
authorities
has just been appointed to a leading
WANTED Installment collector for
DOUBLY BEREAVED position with one of the largest ail- -' tainly commendable, as it means a Heartburn, Palpitation of the Heart and
My merchant tailoring shop Is up
D. M. Spittler, who has been a San
merchandise accounts; good salary
A.
Mrs.
G.
great
Thumm
to
of
El
our
people
wife
town.
Paso,
Way
deal
of
the
ta Fe oflicer at Needles- for the nast
expenses.
Address, Manager, stairs over No. 209 West Railroad avelines of the country, and who,
Constipation. You will like it.
and
nue, where I solicit the patronage' ot
year. Is now located at Ludlow, where of the Southern Pacific engineer, has only a few years ago, was employed Mrs. Frank Rhomherg has recenltly
P. O. Box 1027, Philadelphia, Pa.
the public. All work guaranteed first-clasne is stationed as a railroad officer. been doubly bereaved within the past as an office boy at the Union Pacific donated a good calendar clock to the Ditfests
second-baGentlemen's
WANTED
library, and Homer H. Schofleld, manas I have had fifteen year' exThe necessity of this has been caused rew months. Not long ago her father, h6adquartera In Omaha, Neb.
515 South First street,
clothing.
No.
Reeta the etomach, rebuilds the
J. H. Tevis, died In California
perience In the business. Suits made
Continuing, the official said that It ager of the telephone company, has
ty the number of men which has been Capt. Wednesday
and
address
Send
viaduct.
south
of
titeuee and give firm iSeeb.
her mother passed seemed strange to him that so many installed a good telephone In the li
urougnt to l.udiow because of the and
will call. R, J. Sweeney, proprietor, to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
repaired. The specific I use will cot
hoys and young men were willing to brary, gratis, for all of which the Al
building of the Borax railroad north away at her home In Vlsalia, Cal
at
U
rnpan4
kUUkollal)4
WANTED I want a good local agent injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
bUa
At the time of Mrs. Tevis" death sacrifice their whole future for a mat- amogordo people are duly thankful..0 JWW1W
irom that point.
every
Mexico
s'ew
city
In
and also cleaned and walking skirts made
In
Mrs. Thumm was on her way to Call ter" of temporary profit. When asked
Oo.,0atap, I ft.
trial, n 0 Mat
Arizona ror tne iamous uucKensaer to order. Give me a trial.
Track laying on the narrow gauge fornla to visit her mother, who was what he meant by that he stated that McPHERSON SECRETARY
Typewriter.
terms
Write for
fer
For sale by all druggists.
OF REPUBLICAN CLUB.
in health.
O. BAMBINI.
he had known not a few Instances
nne to nnos Altos, Grant county, falling
and agency contract. F. J. Houston,
MePherson, recently of Santa
Capt. and Mrs. Tevis were pioneer where
was commenced in earnest the other
an increased salary of a few Fe,W. J. now
agent
and
general
for New Mexico
PROPOSALS FOR REPAIRS
Don't Borrow Trouble.
practicing law In Denver,
but
to
day, for the track bolts, which have residents of Arizona, going to the ter dollars a month was sufficient
Arizona, Albuquerque, N. M.
It Is a bad habit to borrow anything.
ritory thirty years ago. They lived in cause a clerk occupying a desirable Colo, has been elected first vice pres ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES, MOVING
been long delayed In shipment, arriv Tucson
but the worst thing you can possibly
for a number of years, but of railroad position to resign It and ac ident of the Young Men's Republican BUILDINGS, ETC. Albuquerque, N
MALE HELP WANTED.
ed mac aay. a large force of men late have made
1905.
Sealed proposals,
borrow, Is trouble. When sick, sore,
their home In Call cept Instead a place in some store, club of Colorado. The Pueblo Chief M
was put to work Immediately, Iavlne fornla.
WANTED
Men
trade.
barber
to
learn
by the
heavy, weary, and worn-ou- t
prints a fine half-toncut of Mr. endorsed "PROPOSALS FOR RE
AnSystem
real estate office or other business in tain
College,
Los
Woler's
track on the main line and thia force
pains and poisons of dyspepsia, bilious
MePherson, and speaks of him in the PAIRS. ETC.," and addressed to the
which but a few clerks were employed following
geles.
la to be augmented as fast as men
M
undersigned at Albuquerque, N.
ness, Brlght's disease, and similar Incomplimentary terms:
LONDONERS STARE AT
can be secured.
and the possibility of scoring a sub
FEMALE HELP.
ternal disorders, don't sit down' and
"The first vice president of the club will be received at the Indian school
AMERICAN
METHODS stantial, success in his new employJ. T. Hanahan, second vice presl ment was negatived at the outset by Is conceded to be one of the repre until 2 o'clock p. m., Saturday, No WANTED Lady assistant for branch brood over your symptoms, but fly for
Work commenced ontthe wood 'work dent
Here yon
of the Illinois Central system the limited means of the man whose sentative young republicans of the vember 4, 1905, for furnishing and de
office; established business; $18 paid relief to Electric Bitters.
of the Denver & Rio Grande depot at declares
company la the first to servicehe entered and the narrow city of Denver, always allied to the livering the materials and labor ror
weekly. No Investment required. will find sure and permanent forget
Farmington last week. The building attempt abis
Im'erests of his friends and fellow re painting 4,609 yards, varnisning
railroad Americanization of
Previous ex fulness of all your troubles, and your
Position permanent.
of his occupation.
will lie large and commodious, and
publicans, which has brought him the yards, and kalsomlning 4,366 yards of
London. Shortly after establishing character
Address, body will not be burdened by a load ot
perience not .essential.
will be a credit to that town. It will an European agency
enjoyment of the undivided confidence surface, 2,158 square feet of black
In the English
Superintendent, Como block, debt disease. At all druggists. Price
(Branch
take about a month to complete the metropolis, Mr. Hanahan suggested
power motor, one
50c. Guaranteed.
and esteem of his many friends and board, one
Chicago.
STARTED SOMETHING
building, after which the workmen that an immense man of
o
transformer, one
acquaintances.
Illinois
the
I
FOR
RENT
PAY THE
HIGHEST CASH
win begin work on the Aztec Btatlon Central road be painted in colors on
Mr. MePherson, while a resident of power steam boiler, 1,500 feet of Iron
YOUR
FOR
RAILROAD
which will be a good, building, being the plate front or the office, 153 Lead-enha- DISCLOSURES OF WHOLESALE Santa' Fe, was stenographer of the and sewer pipe, 100 barrels cement, FOR "RENT Rooms with board. 315 PRICE
TICKETS. SEE ME BEFORE YOU
only ten feet smaller than the one at
South Third street
street.
GRAFT IN STATE FUNDS OF court of private land claims and also 20,000 feet lumber, moving and relo- r armingion.
catln g three small buildings, etc., etc., FOR RENT Six room, modern house, SELL OR BUY. PAULSEN'S ASSOGOOD for the First JudJcial district court.
Before the man of the brush and
MAKE
PENNSYLVANIA
114
TICKET OFFICE,
as per list and specifications obtaina
palette had reached Cairo, 111., (on
OF
close In, to be let from November 1 CIATIONRAILROAD
A
POLIT
CHARGES
THE
AVENUE.
WEST
With their pilots standing less than the window), a crowd of 200 or 300
THE SURRENDER-Oble at the school. Bidders must state
Apply to F. F. Trotter.
ICAL CANDIDATE.
NOTED EMBEZZLER specifically In their bids the proposed b'OK RENT
ix ieet apart, two nasseneer trains gaping cockneys were watching the
Nice room, everything
See the big special bargains for Satone a Salt Lake train and the other a work with astonishment. The bobbles"
Richard F. Hages, wanted in Brook- price of each article to be offered un
Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 24. The dis
415 North Seo urday only, at our store. Simon Stern,
new
pleasant.
and
ooumern Paciilc, stopped Wednesday objected and the Insurance companies closures concerning
the wholesale lyn, N. Y.. for the alleged embezzle der contract. All articles so offered
ond street.
the Railroad avenue clothier.
evening on a curve a half mile north protested, but the big Illuminated farming out of treasury funds of it he ment of $12D,0K) from the Ironclad will be subject to rigid Inspection.
of Riverside Junction. It was a nar- man of the system, minus an Insur- state of Pennsylvania to banks hav Manufacturing company, surrendered The right is reserved to reject any or FOR RENT Neatly furnished rooms;
gentlemen preferred. No. 519 West
row escape from a fearful collision ance policy, now decorates the win- ing pulls with politicians are partly to Marshal Snodgrass, of Bisbee, Ariz., all bids or any part of any bid, if
Railroad avenue.
Friday.
and the passengers and train crews dow.
deemed for- the best Interests of the
PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND
Hayes told the officer that a reward service. Each bid must be aecom FOR RENT Two elegant rooms, suitheaved a sigh of relief when they
BRUSHES.
415
North
man
wife.
able for
and
of $lo,0oo was offered for his capture panied by a certified check or draft
found how narrow the escape had ROCK ISLAND WILL
Saddles, Lap
Harness,,
Leather,
preferred
If
Second street. Board
been.
and that he had wearied of being upon some United States depository
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. PalRESTORE GOLDEN STATE
driven from one cltv to another to or solvent national bank, made paya - jPOH RENT Two very desirable rooms metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
Perfect in every appointment,
avoid arrest. A telegram from Eliza ble to the order of the Commissioner
With the receipt of announcement Goldt-- State Limited, the pride of the
with electric lights, for light bouse- - stops leaka. Cash paid for Hides and
the
C.
beth
New
said
that rates over the Mexican Central Hock Island's heart, will be put into
York,
of
5
Seaman
keeping. M:s. H. E. Rutherford Pelts.
per!
Affairs,
least
for
of
at
Indian
'
1
(o he the head or the concern, con cent of the amount of the proposal,
would be granted as fur as I'airal, the
corner of Broadway and Iron ave- - 109 WEST RAILROAD
again on the 'Mlh of NovemAVENUE.
transportation committee for the ber.
firmed Hayes' story, and tho Bisbee satd check to be forfeited to tho Unit - ; nue
officials have, been advised that a ed States in case any bidder receiv American Mining congress was notirooms
For about four months the Golden
for
Furnished
RENT
New York officer is on the way tc ing an award shall fail to execute;'foit
fied of the special rates
from
all State has been discontinued.
housekeeping. Iirge and airy. Cor
During
Arizona with extradition papers.
promptly a satisfactory contract In ac
ner of Sixth street and Railroad
Hayes lived for a short time in Chi cordance with tills hid; otherwise to
avenue,
ca.uo ami then fled to Denver. In both be returned to tbe bidder.
Bids ac KOK RENT
John W. Abbott, Prop.
Apartments in Paik
cities lie secured employment as an companied by cash In lieu of certified
rooms
eight
each
View
terrace,
expert accountant and presented hlg'u check or draft will not be considered.
H
modern equipment throughout.
Only tho Bmt
ly commendatory letters from employ For
further information apply to
II. Tilton, room 19, Grant block.
ers to tbi Bisbee Mining company, in James K. Allen, superintendent.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished flats
whose office he secured
sition. He
Butter Meats, and Eggs
Russell Harding, general manager
says that he just missed capture three CALL FOR BERNALILLO COUNTY
and rooms for housekeeping. Also 3
of the Erie railway, to which he came
Mrs.
Apply
piano.
t lines.
room
with
flat
BONDS.
109 North Second St.
E. K. Norrls, east end of viaduct,
with the latter's absorption of the
county
at.
of
John
the
ave.
commissioners
cor.
RECLAMATION
and
The
Iron
ENGINEERS
Pere Marquette, Is now tipped to take
county of Brnalillo, in the territory FDlFTfEST Two lare store rooms,
IN LAS VEGAS
active management of the Erie, folnomas C, Means, soil engineer of of New Mexico, In the exercise of the
warehouse and twelve living rooms,
lowing a report that President K. D.
the reclamation service, and C. J option given by law, hereby give nosuitable for htel purposes, with
Shippin'
Drayin
Movin
Schofleld, an employe of the service tice that the funding bonds dated July
Underwood la tshortly to retire.
large yard In rear and all necesare In Las Vegas In the interest of 1, 1895, Issued In two series, known
Age 49; horn at Springfield, Mass.
sary outhouses. Everything new and
HOMER L. CASTLE.
FREIGHT!!.'
the reclamation project, says the Op as A and B, respectively, consisting
modern. Mrs. Brault, corner of
At 14 wa errand boy in office of
due to the charges made some weeks tic. This morning Judge Iong drove of 102 bonds of $500 each, numbered
Broadway and Marquette avenue
his father, a railroad contractor.
ago by Homer I.. Castle, prohibition the gentlemen to the proposed site of I to 102 both Inclusive, of series A,
You have us once, you'll
Became paymaster for his father.
RENT Two sunny, beautifully
the reservoir and took a side trip to and 139 bonds of $100 each, numbered FOR
candidate for the superior court.
Prices right;
call again.
and
rooms,
eastern
with
furnished
Station agent and telegraph operator
W 5
f.
f
f
When the sensational suicide, nt the Olney ranch, w'nere the harvesting 1 to 139, both inclusive, of series B,
no gougln'.
exposure, in private home.
ou the Portland &. Ogdensburg railthere
ain't
outhern
Cashier Clarke, of the Enterprise Na- and threshing of oats that will yield which are payable at the option of
Bath. No. 315 West Lead avenue.
road in 1873.
tional bank, occurred, Castle pointed seventy-fivbushels to the acre, Is go said commissioners ten years after
Entered engineering department la
Ey the Albuquerque Transfer Men
LOST.
to
the
ing
on
tragedy
presenred
be
as
engineers
conmust
thereof,
the
delighted
of
were
result
The
the date
18
w
Open-face- ,
ith
watch,
gold
ditions
agaiust
which
National
LOST
Chemical
payment
by
ho
at the
had been ad somewhat astonished
the fine tor
Became assistant engineer of confighting.
attached,
between First
bracelet
results obtained. A superficial exam bank In the city of New York, or at
struction of the International Great
1
lnat
Ion
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
have
been
W. Harris & company,
and Arno streets. Finder please
making
soil
N.
office
of
of
showed It o be he
those
the
Northern railway of Texas, 1880.
-charges," he remarked, but I have deep and rich In the extreme.
to this office.
in the city of Chicago, 111., on or
LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSSix years later became chief enginnot beon able to throw open the books
This afternoon Judge Long and
the 15th day of November, 1905,
FER STABLES
FOR 6ALE
eer and chief of construction.
of it he banks. Now a pistol shot has Engineer it. B. Rice are accompany ind that Interest thereon will cease
Superintendent and engineer of the
doe. In Horses and Mules bought and exA'dtvr'and
a
FORSALE
Ing
penetrated
Its
the
gentlemen
over
doors
date.
to
HARDINO.
said
RUSSELL
tho lands
after
and these matchanged.
Southern Kauoas & Mlsbuuri Pacific,
quire at Mils office.
ters become known."
the soma of the city, which will be
(Signed) ALFRED GRUNSFELD,
iyt4.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
dent and general manager of the Mis
furnished.
tent,
10x12
SALE
FOR
irrigated
Chairman.
waters
hv
res
from the
the
In 18iG became superintendent of souri Pacific.
Second street, between Railroad and
fi07 Mountain road.
RAILROAD TICKETS.
ervoir.
u. gentlemen will spend toJ. A. SUMMERS, Cleric.
Copper avenues.
the Dakota division of the Ureat
Became president of the Pere Mar
Cut
driving
Rates.
morrow
or
saddle
Gentle
They
o
SALE
FOR
are
here.
pic
securing
queue aiul vice president and general
Northern railway.
Fop reduced rates to and from all lures df th,
for
Cure
Cancer.
D.
New
A.
Jobnson
Address.
horse.
an
and
the
landa
site
One year later became superintend- manager of the C, H. & D. In July, points, go to
YD
W.
All surface cancers are now known FOR SALE Lot. one block "from bee-onPaulsen's Association will take hack specimens of the soi
ent of the same division.
Railroad
ticket
office.
Tor analysis.
Railroad
tickets
Tho Impressions uf ttie 'o be curable, by Bucklen's Arnica
only $200. N.
ward
school;
AND
BUILDER.
CONTRACTOR
The next year Baw him superintendMember of ,he St. Louis business bought, Bold and exchanged.
alve. Jas. Walters, of Duffield, Va.,
land are entirely favorable and It
Peach & Co., 208V4 West Gold aveent of the entire system.
organi.atoina
my
and director of lorn
lip
cancer
on
a
'nad
writes:
"I
more
m:i;,
test
tne
likely
latter
nue.
that
Office and Factory
In 1818, vice president and general mo'iwealth Trust company of ttiat
A Selling of Opera Coats.
will
carry out the beliefs nr or years, that seemed Incurable, till
412 WEST COPPER AVENUE.
manager of the St. Iuls Southwestcity.
Greatest bargains ever offered In rived qui:.See the window display of the Rio
Salve healed It, and
Arnica
iusklen's
at
superflcial
exatuina
from
ern, and president of. the St. Louis
afternoon and evening coats, at the
Married, Imt has no children.
Albuquerque, N. M,
low It Is perfectly well." Guaranteed Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
..
Southwestern la Texas.
Is very popular anions railroad mn Golden Rule Dry Goods company. See tlon.
25c at all store, then ask for those $3.50 walk-In- s
burns.
cuts
and
cute
for'
;
March 2, liwo, tiaw him view preBl- - In all branch
window display.
skirts.
t ... Phones, Auto, leg; Colo.. Black 26J.
GOETZ'SPICALILLI AT MALOVS druggUte.
W. ft. Brown, division freight and
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AMD GOB OF LOVE GAVE.
THIEVE MEN HEART
Poverty, and Suffering,

With

To Hell

N. PEACH

& CO.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

REAL ESTATE DEALERS
Automatic 'phone, 635. Office,
West Gold Avenue.

208V4

Wholesale Grocers

THIRD STREET

Meat Market

Human

and

PAGE SEVEN.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Kindt of Freih and Salt Meat.
Steam Sauaags Factory.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Hutlding. North Third Street.
All

Anguish, and Childhood, Say Hard Coal

f

Barons-o-

Pennsylvania.
By Jessie

INSURANCE,

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.

laid cut an the flowers planted according to a ge.nirtricl design. Yon
In all this s'e in all this carefully trimmed land- -

Partlon.

M.

Reading,

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

B. A. SLE YSTER
1

Pa., Ot.. 24.
f -- iu ntra: r where man.
""'
children peer curiously
Ability!
Eusine
through iron liars at the glares of
o,,)rg0 p, Da,,r If a dutifu'ly trlie Is 9 constant rein
ite rich there U no greaor show f'aious r of
the Second Reform .1
place than Oeorge P. fiaer's home In
' Is a member of the church
Reading. "Divine Trovldence" Raer! ,r ;':
The name will stick until his mill-- j con'-- : nyAnd only the o:her day 10 poverty
lons have vanisl.ed!
n.l
Out on Mineral Springs road Is stricken wretches, men ,won,rr
five children, were arrested by
Baer's h.ramt.- ho;e. cove.-inacres and guarded by spiked i;on ;ers of the Philadelphia & Heading
He
has another , alatial company, cf which Raer Is' president,
fences.
along tne
ihome In Philadelphia, but the home for picking waste coal
In Reading, the first taste of luxury tracks.
The prison and liw officers have
Raer won for himself as attorney for
the coal combine before he became! not been ah!e M:ice to rub out of their
t!'e poor, sunken, wee faces of
president of the Pniladelphla & Read-eyeins. Is his favorite. The house h a those little children, behihd the bars,
splendid gray stone mansioi. crown- "What sort of a man is George F.
lng a height, and surrounded by trefis'Raer? Is he capable of human emo-an- d
shrubbery. At the rear are th 'ion?" I asked Raer's pastor the Rev.
hot houses, the vegetable gardens, UieiS. K. Mrinciennauch.
stables, and a lodge guarding the car
The gentle, kindly old minister col
riage entrance.
ored up, and remarked, hesitatingly:
The grounds face on two streets "Mr. Raer is a very capable man, very
and are laid out In a formal pattern. capable. He has great business abilEvery tree has its own niche in the ity."
Hut he discoursed voluably of Mrs.
picture. Even the flower beds are

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

fctrR-ln(-

half-starre- d

Smoke the White

-

tc;-'--- t

JOE

Lily

Cigar.

113

BOILERS

0

RICHARDS-CIG- ARS

W. Railroad Avenua.

2

We are prepared to furnish, on ehort notice, all sorts of

PIONEER BAKERY

HIGH

BALLING. Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Broa.)
WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and wt guarantee first class baking.
207 S. First Street,
Albuquerque.
SIMON

-

The

r--

THE HEART THAT JOHN

MARKl.E IS BUILDING

B.

H

352"

.

FOR

HIS

California

$25

$25

BOSOM.

spot that Is beautiful.
It is John
Markle's home. It.vhuge Iron gates
are about 10 feet from the stone of
fice building of J. B. Markle & Co.

Sept. 15 to Oct. 31
hedge. A house for his manager is
located at Markle's front gate. It Is
a sort or picket to tne more pretentious residence.
Stopovers allowed In CaliNo More Nursing.
fornia. For particulars, call
J. B. Markle used to keep a trained
on any agent.
x
nurse at the hotel to render "first aid
H. S. LUTZ,
to the miners injured in his collieries.
J. J. BYRNE,
Agent
Since the strike, of 1!W2 there has
G. P. A., Los Angeles, Cat.
been no nurse maintained In Jeddo.
Instead of being mercifully bound up
or given an anaesthetic to help them
bear their pain, the injured miners-ar- XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJ XIIXXIXX
taken none too swiftly to the
Established In 1882
city hospital at Ha.lelon, some ten
miles away.
&.
G.
in Jeddo there is a small wooden
sch(K)l house. The pupils are mosily Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heeldn & Co.'s Coffees, Im
girls and boys under 10. There is no
library, no rest or reading room,
boden's Granite Flour.
where the miners could spend a pleasnothing but the "comant evening
pany" store. The only church near
Jeddo, which contains upwards of
l,t;32 souls, is a little wooden Methodf
ist chapel on the mountain Bide.
Hillsboro Creamery Butter Beet on
FROM J. H.
COMMUNICATION
Earth.
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PROMINENT BOHEMIAN CITIZEN
WANTS TO ESTABLISH COLONY
AT THE GEM CITY.
Kirchman, the prominent Bohemian citizen of Chicago, who recently came to Socorro in search of a
desirable location for a colony of his
countrymen, already In the United
States, has become very well satis-flewith conditions here and has
taken decisive steps toward the establishing cf a Bohemian colony in the
city anil Immediate vicinity, says the
Socorro Chieftain.
Mr. Kirchman's first step is in the
form of a formal offer to the city
council to purchase a large part of
the unoccupied lands of the Socorro
grant at a fair price. If this offer is
accented, as It doubtless will be as
soon as the necessary legal preliminaries can be satisfactorily arranged, iMr. Kirchman will give an
ample guarantee that he will comply
with any reasonable conditions that
may be proposed. He has all the
financial backing that is necessary,
and will put his plan into execution
at once.
This is the rarest opportunity
has had in years to better her
condition. Mr. Kirchman Is confident
that the carrying out of his plan will
result in the doubling of the population of the city and vicinity in a very
short time. The increase in population will be of a most desirable kind,
for the Bohemians are a
thrifty and patriotic people. They
give their attention here principal to agriculture, but also to other
lines of industry to which they are
adapted, and it is safe to believe that
Mr. Kirchman has not overestimated
the beneficial results of the execution
of his plan.
If may be added that Mr. Kirchman
has very liberal offers from other
towns in New Mexico, and It Is nof
tor a moment to be believed that Socorro's mayor and city council will
decline to make as liberal terms with
him as can be made within the
bounds of reastin. Let us have the
n v.
Bohemian
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Located on the Belen

SWING

00000C0JO00 oooooooooo
MELIN I & EAKIN,

Wholesale
and cigar Dealers
Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whislttes. Moet A
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltr. Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price I.irt. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
ll-u-

Free Delivery,

The Williams Drtig
O. B. WILLIAMS and F. W. SCHMALMAACK,

HAY, GRAIN AND FEED

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
Mgr.

B. MacMANUS,

Proprietor.

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the ' Firm

CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO

South First Street

Co

Both Phones

A. E. WALKER,

WEST RAILROAD

117

riRE

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

AVENUE,

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office at J. C Raldrldge's Lunv
ber yard.

rTIElRra TO DINE WELL

TOT I A GRADI

Santa Fe Restaurant

Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
213
NORTH THIRD STREET.
215-21-

REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
Service a la carte, Day and Night Private dining rooms.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME

7

taurants,
ALL

etc.

Helen

Under Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.

REDUCED PRICE3
8.00;
On Dental Work.
Plates,
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings. (1.00
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
10 c. All guaranteed.

t'i--('U-

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We have added to our already well equipped laundery a machine wWh which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to us
and we will straighten them out for you.

.',r

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
Room

17,

FOUND AT LAST

.

wmtfr-

N. T. Armijo Building.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

"Red Wagons"

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN IF

YOU WANT THE NEWS

BACK OF P. O.

g

.1ms

WttH

Vi

alt Hi.iioi.tc4a

The Pantatorium.
Clothes cleaned, pressed and dyed.
All clothes called for and delivered.
2o6 West Silver avenue. Auto phone
721.
G. D. Hoffman, proprietor.

vmss.

dtmyrwifc

ThB

Fuehr Undertaking Company

Successors to Edwards

&

Fuehr

307 West Railroad Avenue.
Both 'Phones.
Oav or Night
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Santa Fe Railway

lots, si.e 2.",x142 feet, laid out w.tli broad So and
stnets, with alleys 2" feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shide trees; public school house,
al club; a population of 1,500 inhabitants;
luiK.st mercantile establishments in New Mexico; the Helen Patent Holler mill, capacity, ISO barrels dally; largo winery; three hotels.
the htivet shipping poiM for wool, flour, w heat, wine, beans and hay in Central New Mexic o. Its Imjiortanc e as a great commercial railroad city in the near future cannot be estimated.
70-fo-

is

FAST LIMITED

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE

The lots offered are in the
coal and wood yard, drug stc

c

iit. r of the ity, well graded, (many of them improved by cultivation);
bane--.-shop, etc., etc. Also a first-- lass modern hotel.
c

WILL CO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
no

or gravel.

'0 need a

first-clas-

s

bakery, tailor shop, slioe house, jewel. r, plumbing shop, planing mill,

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

NOTICE.
l

mi

JOHN BECKER,
rz3jBr

miY,,Mm

elen Toww and improvement CompanyBERGER,

The
President
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IN

SEASON.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
Of I.oimi business ami
ing JIO.(mk); churches,

M.

INSURANCE.

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

ben-om-

and OMiee, Santa Fe, N. M.,
October 20, i;h5.
Notice Is hereby given that the following township plat w ill be on file In
Ihi.--i oltiee January 5, l'.'"0, viz.- Township u north, range 8 east.
On and after above date we will be
rcadi to receive applications for en-- ,
'
tries In said townships.
FHKDKKICK MUl.l.KR. Receiver.
MANUUL n. OTERO, Register

o

I can save you money on Diamonds. When you
buy diamonds from me you trade with a reliable
hmin0 , that
.
.... bai.u Vm
iiim
tamnnita .l.ti
i. mu,ti,
juu Diiy
iikiil,
uiamuuua
When you buy diamonds right you have a 'safe
fcV.
investment, that's as good as government bonds. Diamonds increase
in vaue every year, and they bring pleasure, win hearts and increase
your prestige. You are cordially Invited to call and Inspect tny
beautiful line of gems at prices Jewelers cannot buy at wholesale
.j?"
what I offer at retail.
. t
nr3$tbt- t
The Man You Can Trus
ROSENflELO, The Pawnbroker.
1189 Railroad avenue, next door to the St. Elmo, Albuquerque, N. M.
Railroad Tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,
LOANS
Automatic phone 461.
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.

J.

0.

T

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

k

S.

spepsia Cure adds to the physical. It
gives sirengtn to and builds up
strength in the human system. It Is
pleasant, to the taste and palatable
and the only food combination of dl- gestants that will digest the food and
enable the system to appropriate all of
its health and strength-givinquail

g?FZ)r HyjTtsy

LZLU

nfoaa,.

(

Strenath?

If you want to Increase your strength
you must add to and not take from the
physical. In other worda. the fooo
that you eat must be digested, asslm
Hated and appropriated by the nerves
i,lood aD(1 tissues before being ex
pelled from the intestines. Kodol Dy

33?

Sliaw's new biliiard parlor Is now
In full operation. It succeeds a cigar
avenue. an
store at 115 Railroad
ideal room for the five tables constituting the equipment. These tables
regulation
are' new Iirunswick-naltables, which are considered the best
Mr. Shaw, the promanufactured.
prietor, has had a wide experience
conducting pool and billiard halls,
and the Albuquerque hall will be conmanner.
ducted in a sportsmanlike
Mr. Shaw now owns the best hall in
Trinidad. Colo. No liquor is sold at
th
Railroad avenue establishment,
but cigars may be had there, and a
fine electric piano will furnish music
Pool and billiards
for the l.oKers-on- .
are tine w ic.ter siori, ami no doubt
Mr. Shaw's billiard hall will
a popular place during the winter.
V.

Do You Want

Four fences, placed a few feet apart,
keep you at a distance. Within the
multiple inclosure trees and shrubs
are l'lantel to screen the occupants
of tne lar?e.
rambling structure,
enough to defy it. Yet John Markle 1)rives and walks of fine white gravel
"T.
ermont thread the
Is the most cordially hated mine own- "rought from
o 'usurious, so
,l 18
er in Pennsylvania, next to "nivinn '
ai one sianas in amazement
Providence" Baer. John Markle at-- .
tends to things in Derson at Jeddo,'at ;no ronirast between wealth within
a town a few miles from Haziptnn 811,1 poverty without.
which he owns absolutely.
j
Plenty of Fences.
iKJwn in a oasin between the moun- The first fence surrounding
tains Jeddo crouches like a creatm-miniature nnruiii
of despair. Amid the desolation of The next is a five barred Iron oue.
wooden shanties, gray from the ele- - Then come a tall screen of netting
merits and the bogs of mixed mine such as is used to inclose tennis
dust and sulphur water, there is one conns. Then there is a thick prickly

POOL

FILL

i

at

,T i'tfttW'

!

BILLARD

(',

Raer and her five daughters, who Sre
iiiujt? jjojuittr man mr. raer.
j
Marlrle'i Wallurl Unmo
John B. Markle Is not allied with
the coal combine
he has money

vii
fftigflftw
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RANKIN & CO.

602

COLORADO

-

214 South Second Street.

J. H. O'Rtelly have been asked recently if the advertisements printed
In your columns regarding Hyomei
were true, where we offer to refund
the money if this treatment does not
We wish you would
cure catarrh.
please print this letter in as conspicuous a place as possible In your paper, saying that we absolutely agree
to refund the money to any purchaser
of a Hyomei outfit if It does 'not cure
catarrh.
This outfit consists of an Inhaler
of a convenient size to be carried in
the vest pocket "o that the user can
breathe Hyomei four or five times
dally. With this 1s included a medicine dropper and a bottle of Hyomei.
The outfit sells for 11.00 and is a
most economical treatment, for the
Inhaler lasts a life time and there Is
enough Hyomei for several weeks'
use, while extra bottles can be obtained for 50 cents.
We trust this letter will settle any
doubts that may have arisen 8B to our
willingness to refund the money for a
Hyomei outfit, in case the purchaser
is not fully satisfied.
Respectfully yours,
J. 11. O'RIKl.LY & CO.

vt

f

BOHEMIAN COLONY

SHAWS

Orders Solicited.

Offer to Refund Money If Hyomei Does
Not Cure Catarrh.
To the editor of The Citizen.

tie

CO.

DENVER,

Unredeemed Diamonds

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

i

J
h.

'

PRATT

Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.

&

ooococo

e

F.

Hendrie

I62M639 Seventeenth Street,

Ra.s

Second Class Colonist

OWN

BOILERS

Internally Fired Marine Type Boiler.
Cahall Vater Tube Safety, and Return Tubular Boilers. Send us your
Specification for Quotation.

8
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Fair and colder tonight. Wednesday, fair, with rising temperature.

Sorosis Shoes for Women

Dr. W. F. Wiltwor, of Los Luuas,
spending the day In the city.
.Mrs. D. W. Hadcllff. of Helen, is In
the city for tin- day, viRlt.ing and shop-

owe! Ftyles. perfect fit and unexcelled wear, not

only have replaced the hoes from Loudon, Paris and Vienna so
nlar here a few years ago, 1'iit they are cold today very extensively
This proves
In England, France and many o'hrr foreign countries.
a
Try
pair.
have
the excluWe
makes.
over
oilier
superiority
their
sive agency.
Style

27

Box Ciilf. Kxtra Heavy

Sole,

made for the hardest

wear.
Sole, easy and strong.
lighter
wltb
sole and narrower toe.
le
Style 3 Mght Welt Sole, sultalile for dress and street wear.
Style 402 A light dress shoe, with Cloth Top.

Style

9

Vlci Kid, Heavy Extension

Style

1

Same,

Style

If

9,

ALL STYLES.

$3-5-

0

OOOOOOOOOOO0OO
A FALL

IN

GOODS.

CANNED

Especially as to prices Is certain to
please you. With the Incoming tide
we
of fresh vegetables and fruits,
tnust get rid of our canned stock fine
as it is and our reduced prices will
make them move In a hurry. Mark
you: they're Just as good and sweet
as the day they were "put up," but
out they must go, to your great benefit. Hurry up If you want any,

F. F. TROTTER
Nos. 118 and 120, South Second St.

i The Triumph of the Piano Maker
There are undoubtedly good qualities In every standard piano.

THE GENUINE

But

CHICKERING

The triumphant result of over SO years of endeavor, Is admitted to bo
the standard of superiority for every good quality that any piano
could possess.

TIIK AVIIITSON MUSIC CO.
114 SOUTH SECOND sSTREET.

Ltimfce.

Sash;Doors'

Cement and Rex Flintkote
ROOfing.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

-

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

THIS IS THE TIME OF YEAR
THAT YOU HAVE OCCASIONAL
THOUGHTS OF XMAS.
BY NOVEMBER 1 THE RUSH FOR XMAS
WORK AT OUR 8TUDIO BECOMES
HARD TO HANDLE. IT IS TO DIVIDE THIS NOVEMBER
RUSH
WITH THIS MONTH THAT WE
MAKE THE FOLLOWING OFFER:

0
0
S

ANNOUNCEMENT

FROM OCTOBER 1 TO NOVEMBER
WE WILL GIVE ONE 11x14 ENLARGED PORTRAIT WITH EVERY
DOZEN OF OUR GENUINE PLATINUM CABINET FOLDER PHOTOS,
IT IS OBVIOUS TO ALL THAT THIS
AFFORDS
AN
EXCELLENT
CHANCE TO OBTAIN A HANDSOME
XMAS GIFT AT VERY
LITTLE
COST.
MOON A KELEHER, MAKERS OF FINE PORTRAITS.
1

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

Mall orders receive special attention.

AVENUE.

EVERITT

ping

Dr. James 11. Wroth returned last
night from a professional" trip to Las
Vcuras.
V.
Hofholns. the Wand
lieorfso
miner, is In the city on business and
pleasure.
All
Ilig meeting of Kiks tonight.
local and visiting antlers requested to
be present.
C. K. Myers, of E. J. Tost & company, was a passenger for Santa Ke
this morning.
Colonel V. S. Hopewell returned to
the city last night from a business
trip to Santa Fe.
W. S. Sherman, the old Boldier, 'has
gone to the .Soldiers' Home, Los Angeles county, California.
Territorial Cattle Inspector Walter
O'Brien, was In the city today from
las Vegas attending to official business.
Another light, flurry of snow fell
on the Sandia mountains lust night,
enhancing the whiteness of the fall of
the night previous.
The Elks will hold a meeting of the
members of the order at their hall
tonight, and all local and visiting
Elks are urged to attend.
Miss Mary O'Brien, of O'Brien Sisters, milliners, returned to the city
Saturday night from an absence of
over a year spent In St. Louis.
Albert Faber, the carpet nierchant,
has recovered from a severe siege
with rheumatism, which confined him
to the Sisters' hospital several weeks.
Mrs. L. I Gatewood and children,
of 611 Marquette avenue, have returned home from a several months'
visit to relatives 1n Zanesville, Ohio.
H. B. Jordan, a well known business'
man of Gallup, accompanied by Mrs.
Jordan, arrived from the west this
morning and spent the day shopping
in the metropolis.
Attorney John II. Stingte, who has
been dangerously 111 at his home on
South Third street for sime weeks,
is reported to be improved, and now
has a good chance for recovery.
Ross McMillan, of Socorro, was In
the city between trains this morning
en route to Santa Fe, where he goes
to meet his father, Judge Daniel II.
McMillan, who is now on his way
home from an extended trip oust.. A Staab, the Santa Fe capitalist,
is spending a few days in the city on
business connected
with the handsome new business block lie is having
erected on Railroad avenue and w hich
is rapidly nearing completion.
Attorney Wood and family, of Corning, and Miss Dee and Miss Smith,
of Bath, are a 'party of New York peo
ple who have come to Albuquerque to
spend the winter. They have taken a
house at the corner of Hazeldiine avenue and Third street.
The funeral of Ivan Chaves, the Bernalillo ranchman, w,ho was run ovei
and killed ly a train in the, Santa Fe
yards on Saturday "night, occurred
this morning from the undertaking
parlors of A. Borders, and Interment
was tn Santa Barbara cemetery.
While grading In the Terrace addition yesterday
afternoon, workmen
unearthed the remains of seven or
eight camp fires, arranged in a semicircle. These camp fires are thought
to ibe the remains of some sort of
an Indian powwow held many years

l

i

REMAINS AT LARGE

MERCHANTS
The onlv Short Order Lunch
Room in thcCitv. Fine Colfe

ETC.

LEADING JEWELER

a

speedy.

2 6 S. Second St.

two-stor-

0

and

South Second Street

STERN

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

PICALILLI AT MALOY'8

GOETZ'S

PLUMBING
STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
Call and Examine tho Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE
Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,

Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write for Prices

Belting,

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST
.

.

.

,.

II

WHITNEY COMPANY
li3-S-1-

South

7

Flrt

Street

J

II

if

Nortb FlnTstrtri

401-4- 03

Rev. Wilbur Fiske will sell hla
household goods, at No. 316 Huning
avenue, at private sale, Tuesday and
Wednesday or this week. Goods must
be sold by Wednesday afternoon.
COME TO THE RUMMAGE
8ALE
214 West Gold avenue, October 27

at

and 28, under the auspices of the ladies of the First Congregational
church. Clofhlne. .hoots and shoes
and miscellaneous articles, at lowest'
prices. Home cooking and candy, in,
plenty and variety.
A fine place to while away the
hours at the pool hall, No. 115 ye8t
Railroad avenue.

G

HOT BLAST HEATERS.

0

"

l7

uth Second St.

""""6U"""

M, UUddAnUIT,

Subscribe for the Evening Citizen
o-o-o-

o

0

OO.

WM. M'INTOSH.

HARDWARE

Meal,
John
Home Base
eat Western Heaters. The most com-

0
0

0
0

who wants to make a

stroke.

clean-cu- t

We carry many

0

different sizes and styles to select from. Try a WIsss
MEAL RANGES.

0

MIA4

UUICK MEAL.

rr

0
o

We Have a Special Scissor
and Shear
For everybody

QUICK
QUICK

DINNER

to?"3

Railrcd Av. .

Proprietors

AT LOWEST PRICES.

it

II"

1,
IS Weil

E. J. POST

Burners; Mountain Oak and
plete line In the city,

0

O

o

0

0

AFTER

Or between meals, any time, tn
fact, one of our "La Plata Eagles" is a delightful smoke. They
have a delicious flavor, and are
good clear through, from end to
end. They please the most critical smoker. This Is only one
of the many good things In our
stock of choice cigars. We mention a few others to show you
our values:
Don Florlo, 3 for
25o
Don Recardo, 2 for
25c
High Life
Dependable, 5c Little SulUno, 6o

WHEN YOU WANT MILL WORK
DONE, GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE
PLANING MILL.

To get your Stove Work done before the rush. Quick
Van & Pacific Ranges; Radiant Home and Perfection

A

Ooooo ooooo ooooooooo

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.
Notice is hereby given that I will
not be responsible for any debts contracted by my husband, E. K. Norrls.
MRS. E. K. NORRIS.

0

0

122

SIMON

Five pairs of hose for 25c Saturday only; worth two pairs for 25c.
Simon Stern, the Railroad
avenue
clothier.

Now is the Time

0

i

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

Salve. Jas. Walters, of Duffield, Va
writes: "I 'nad a cancer on my lip
for years, that seemed Incurable, till
Busklen's Arnica Salve healed It, and
now It Is perfectly well." Guaranteed
cute forcuta and burns. 25c at all
druggists.

WIIOL.KSAL.K

0

We offer for ten days only any SxnX or
Overcoat in our West window for Fifteen
Dollars. $tudy the window and comp
xp
pare values.
p
P

different from anything hereto-for- e
on display in Albuquerque.
All sizes
prices range from
$1.50 to $5.00.

New Cure for Cancer.
All surface cancers are now known
to be curable, by Bucklen's Arnica

0

0

West Gold Avenue

y

oooo--

0
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Judge Abbott wase occupied today
chambers bearing further evidence
the famous Washington mine ense.
Several Important witnesses are being examined and the taking of testimony will probably occupy several
days.
The court has not yet rendered Us
decision in the pleas of abatement attacking the findings of the validity of
the lato grand Jury. It Is not known
when a decision will be rendered, but
as there Is no especial hurry now
since a Jury is not In session it may
be same weeks yet.

'

CHAS. F. MYERS.

REPAIR SHOP.
Stoves repaired and set up; furniture set up and crated for shipment.
Rear of Walton's drug store.
L. H. SHOEMAKER.

nary handsome line of fancy
vests:
The patterns are now entirely

In
In

duni-founde- d

0

F
IT

We are showing an extraordi-

,
Sam G Hu.-stwho Is much wanted
by several Albuquerque merchants upon whom he passed a number ot
worthless checks for amounts aggregating $200, still remains at large, although the sheriff's office is making a
determined effort to capture him.
Hurst has gained a good start now
and It Is quite likely that he has made
good his escape.
Hearing Washington Mine Case.

W. A. Bayer, secretary to Senator
W. II. Andrews, returned this morning from a business trip to the Andrews ranch in Sierra county. The
first news Mr. Bayer received of tne
suicide of T. Lee Clarke, of the Enter-

0

C
A

THE SHERIFF'S OFFICE REPORTS
NOTHING
HAS BEEN
THAT
HEARD OF MUCH WANTED MAN

l'JOti.

prise National bank, at Allegheny,
Pa., was an article on the affair in
The Citizen. Mr. Bayer was
at Mr. Clark's .conduct, but
refused to discuss the matter. He expects Senator Andrews to return to
the territory before congress meets 7h
December.
t
Contractor A. L. Morgan, of this
city, was a passenger
for Santa Fe
this morning, where he goes to look
after a contract he has just secured
there for the erection of a
brick business
house for Nathan
Salmon, the general merchant.
The
building is to be 50x110 feet, and two
stories in height, and will cost In the
ago.
N. A. Lewis, rormerly of Albuquer- neighborhood of $15,000 when com- ,
que, but now located at Bisbee, pleted. It will be located in the rear
passed through the city this morn- of the First National bank, and In
ing en route to Salt Lake City, where architectural design, will be almost
of the Economist buildbe Is called on the gad mission of aingduplicate
,
here.
burying his mother. Mr. Lewis was
employed at the European club rooms
Rummage Sale.
while a resident of Albuquerque.
anrl Saturday. Oceooer 27
The marriage of Joseph S. Bowdlsh 4ndPrldav
28.
and Miss Sadie M. Strain is announc
and garments new;
ed to take place In the near future at Garments old
a date not yet fixed. Mr. Bowdisb is Bread and pies, and candy too;
a niolder at the Albuquerque Foun- At 214 Gold avenue.
dry and Machine works, and the bride- - We want to see your friends and you. '

I

119

1905.

FORGER HURST STILL

Mes-daniv-

ten-butto- n

When bought right are a good Investment. Our prices are right. We lnvttt
you to call and examine the beautiful diamond goods we are
offering; also

RAILROAD

i.nl:ir young

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Knee length Jersey Leggings, for
children and women, 75c, 85c and 1.
Seven and
Overgaiters,
Experienced help in dress
for women and men, 35c, 50c and 75c, WANTED
313
making.
Railroad avenue,
at C. May's shoe store, 3H West Rail5.
Room
avenue.
road

DIAMONDS

WATCHES,

i

314 South

I

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

their

Is a

TUESDAY, OCT. 24,

I (
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On account of

lady residFourth street.
a
Hat i. Id porter says;
iMs and J. H. Schroe-de- r
A. 1..
are in A::iiniiernup. where they
of
went to' h i n the celebration
the gobbwi ,vi'.! ling of their parents,
Mr. and Mr. Thomas Ainsworth. Mrs.
MMten. Chester and MlBS
Hchroedei
Mildred, a' .inpanied her to Albuquerque.
Mrs. Ki;; K. Foote, of Denver, national pre: !. nt of the Ladles of the
Grand Anm of the Republic, arrived
In
Alhiiiii nine l"st night. Mrs
the local organiza
Fool
will
tion, and luring her stay in Albu
querque. - a gueai at tho home of
Mr. and Mis. .1. H. Muggloy, 310 West
Coal avenue.
P. 'N. Luis anA family, who re
sided at TJu North Broadway, left
this mornli e for Kstancla, where fhey
Mr. Davis
will locate permanently.
has Charge of be penny depot slot
New Mexico, and Is takmachines
ing up Est im la as his residence be
cause It Is located near the center or
his territoiy.
There w II be a called meeting of
John A. Logan circle No. 1, Indies of
the O. A. H.. Tuesday evening at 7:30
o'clock, in I. O. O. F. hall. All rii'em-ber- s
are u ged to be present, as the
circle will be inspected by the national president. Mrs. Ruth E. Foote,
of Denver. B.v order of the president.
Addle L. Muggley.
The New Mexican says: Hugh Murray, the
known builder, who has
oeeit in J mez during the past summer, has returned to the San Antonio
Springs tip I reopened his sheep dipping establishment.
It is understood
that he has sold his Interest In the
Spring property to his nephew, W. II.
Greer, of Albuquerque.
Dr. C. U. Cams, Dr. J. E. Kraft and
Forrest Parker returned to tlio city
early this morning from ;he'r hunt
in the Da 11 mountains.
They wer
accompanied on the hnnt by Captain
John F. Fullerton. William Fullerton,
Dan Gatlin and Thomas DaVey. Dr.'
Cams says each secured a deer, and
GatUn shot and killed a bear. They
had a flue lime.
C. E. Stivers, who years ago was
employed on the reportorlal staff of
1 he Citizen, has gone to farming near
rarmington, and reorts have it that
he Is succeeding.
The Farmington
Times, in a recent comment, says:'
"C. E. Stivers this week moves into
his beautiful suburban home east of
town. The house Is one of the handsomest residences In this section. It
is located on a prominence that gives
a beautiful view up and down the valley."
Colonel H. A. Jastro, of Bakersfield,
Gal., arrived in the city last nliu
from Denver, where he consulted with
members if the National and American Live Stock associations, factions
of the National association, which split
at the last meeting held at Denver
last spring. An effort is being made
to bring the warring
factions together and the effort was so fruitful
thus far that a joint meeting of the
two associations has been called to
be held at Denver January 29 and. 30,
to-b-
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6UKK MEAL

No. 2 If?

Winchester

Rifles and Shotguns, Winchester Ammunition, Colt's Revolvers and Automatic Pistols, Studebaker Buggies and WagcTbs. Ecllpso
Wind Mills, STARR ETT'9 Machinist Tools a specialty.

Weat Railroad Avenue

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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